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Chapter 1
Introduction

“I am among those who think that science has great beauty.”
(Marie Skłodowska-Curie)

| Chapter 1
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General considerations
The age profile of the developed and the developing countries has changed over

the centuries, consequence in application of human and economic resources in the
promotion of a better quality of life. The change in the structure of the age pyramid

in these countries shows that there is a marked increase in life expectancy of the
population.

Figure 1. European Union age pyramid – 2014 census.1

As shown in Figure 1, this scenery shows that the goal of prolonging human

life has given positive results, in some countries the percentage of the population

with people over 60 is already greater than 30%. However, with the increasing
number of people in this age group, some health problems tend to occur more
frequently, especially the diseases known as "age-dependent diseases".2
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The occurrence of age-dependent diseases is also a result of poor psychosocial

planning and public policy health targeting this strip age. Among age-dependent
diseases stand out the dementias, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases.

There are several kinds of dementia and the most common to take place in the

population above 60 years of age are Alzheimer's disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease,
vascular dementia, Lewy bodies disease, Pick's disease and others neurodegenerative
diseases (ND).2-4

It is estimated that 45 million people worldwide exhibit some form of dementia,

among those, 18 million have symptoms characteristic of Alzheimer's disease.4

Dementia is understood as a state of abnormal condition due to a progressive

degeneration brain functioning that affects the cognitive functions as memory,
behavior, emotional state and daily operational tasks of an individual.5 Dementias are
considered as neurodegenerative diseases.2

Different risk factors to onset of AD are indicated even though the mechanism

their trigger is not known. Therefore, other approaches are necessary in order to

explain neurophysiologically and behavioral changes observed during the

development of these neuropathologies. ND in general is an age-dependent condition

but other reasons are related as well as to abnormal protein assemblies, oxidative
stress in cellular environment, late-onset cell death in adulthood, inflammation
(induced neurotoxicity), heredity, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, thyroid disease
and head trauma could be also considered to be risk factors.2,5,6

AD is a ND with unknown cause so for now no cure is possible. AD is a

multifactorial disease characterized by progressive memory loss.7,8 Thus the disease

treatment is focused in palliative solutions to help decrease the deleterious effects of
this aggressive disease.9 A common physiological characteristic of patients with

symptoms of AD is the suppression in the quantity of neurotransmitters responsible
for the transmission of nerve impulses in the synaptic regions.10

The amount of neurotransmitters in the synaptic clefts rules an important

function in the states of movement, mood, emotion, cognition, memory and learning,
4
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as they are the regulators of these functions. The increase and/or decrease in the

amount of neurotransmitters in synaptic clefts can produce deleterious effects on the
brain.11-13

Many treatment strategies are applied to try to remedy the problem and bring

improvement in the patient life. In most cases, these strategies are related with use of
drugs acting on the central nervous system (CNS), specifically at synapses. These
drugs are used to try to inhibit enzymes with specific function of the activation and

deactivation of the neurotransmitters directly involved in the process of dementia
onset.

In AD case, the strategies most used in AD treating consist in blocking the

hydrolysis of acetylcholine (ACh) in synapse of cholinergic neurons. This strategy is

called cholinergic hypothesis and nowadays is one of the main targets in the
development of drugs able of promote chemical equilibrium concentration of

acetylcholine in patients with AD.14-16 The hydrolysis of acetylcholine is prevented
by blocking and inhibition of Acetylcholinesterase (AChE).

The research and development of drugs that act more effectively in the

treatment of AD as well as the study of disease mechanisms are subject to several

fields of knowledge as medicine, chemistry, biochemistry, molecular and cell

biology, neuroscience, psychology and others. Brain is a system poorly studied due
to its very complex structural nature. The complex system of the brain is the focus of
biochemical and molecular biological studies of the XXI century.

Theoretical and computational chemistry plays an important role in the studies

of chemical structure and reactivity of biological systems. This field of chemistry
science is now maturing into a transdisciplinary research field with new approaches

for understanding the integrated behaviors of systems composed of many interacting

parts in a wide variety of application domains. In particular, applications of

“realistic” quantum chemical systems have become possible and as such it is starting
to become common practice in fields of, e.g., bioinorganic chemistry and
biochemistry, to do experimental studies side-by-side with computational modeling.
5
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Since 1960, the molecular docking simulations represent a huge development in

several fields of sciences as physics, chemistry, biochemistry and computers.
Docking of small molecules and its interactions with macromolecules is an essential

technique in early stage of drug screening and protein-protein interactions.17
Combined quantum mechanics molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach is the most

powerful method to study such kind of system.18-20 QM/MM schemes are among the

best compromises between accuracy and tractability.21,22 A number of recent studies
including empirical valence bond23-25 or QM/MM methods26 have demonstrated the

capability of quantitative approaches to predict the effect of mutations on enzyme
catalysis. The use of quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods

in biomolecular reactions was reviewed recently by our group27 In this regard, the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2013 has been awarded to Karplus, Levitt, and Warshel

“for the development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems”. The

methods developed by the laureates couple classical and quantum mechanical theory
and were the foundation in the use of hybrid methods such QM/MM methods.
1.2 The Central Nervous System
The central nervous system (CNS) is the highest anatomical complexity organ

of human body. It is defined as a set of components of the nervous system contained

in boxes bone (skull and spinal column). It is divided into the brain and spinal cord.11

Figure 2. Graphical representation of CNS.

6
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The cerebral cortex (Figure 2) developed a huge quantity of complex functions.

The sensory information (perceptions) is interpreted in the cerebral cortex, and in this
region of the CNS occurs the planning, i.e., the commands programming to be sent

to the spinal cord. The memory of emotions, and the physical actions, and the

psychological reaction are also located in the cerebral cortex region. As the cerebral
cortex, the cerebellum develops complex functions such as memory coordination
procedures, sensory, emotional and cognitive functions.11

The nervous system is a system of overall performance, works under high

cooperation and synchronization between its different cellular elements. The cells of
CNS are the neurons and the glial cells.28 These two kind of cells are capable to

generate signals leading locally and over long distances, after all transmitting this
signals simultaneously to thousands of cells.

The cell nuclei of neurons differ according to the role they will play in the CNS.

There are different of morphotypes of neurons, each type of neuron is correlated
according with the enzymatic expression involved in the exerted neuronal function.

The neurons that use acetylcholine as neuromediator are called cholinergic neurons,

and are responsible for controlling the processes mediated by cholinergic receptors.11
Table 1. Main brain’s neurotransmitter and neuromodulators.11
Amino acids

Neurotransmitter

Amines

Purines

Glycine

Epinephrine (EPI)

Adenosine

-aminobutyric acid

Norepinephrine (NOR)

Glutamate
Aspartate

Acetilcholine (ACh)

Adenosine

Dopamine (DOP)

Triphosphate (ATP)

Serotonin (5-HT)

Neuromodulator
Peptides
Gastrin

Cholecystokinin

Vasopressin
Oxitocin
Insuline

-endorphine

Histamine

Secretin

Glucagon

P substance

K substance
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The communication between neurons is led by neurotransmitters, which can

carry information of electrical and chemical nature in order to make possible the
process of communication between cells of the CNS. The contact structure formed
by the extension of a presynaptic neuron and the postsynaptic neurons is called

synapse. The mainly function of synapse is chemical transmission of information
from the presynaptic neuron to the postsynaptic cell.

1.2.1 The synapse
The synapse is the focus of neural information processing, is also the site of

action of many substances on the CNS. Synaptic transmission occurs when an action

potential arrives at the presynaptic terminal and makes it depolarized.11,28 Figure 3
shows the steps of a general synaptic transmission:

Figure 3. Steps of synaptic transmission.

1: Synthesis and storage of the neuromediator in the synaptic vesicles (or
neurotransmitter vesicles);

2: arrival of the action potential at the presynaptic terminal;
3: Ca2+ion influx;

8
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4 - 6: exocytosis of neuromediator;

7: recognition and binding of the neuromediator to the receptor in the postsynaptic
membrane,

8 - 9: generation of postsynaptic potential,

10: formation of new vesicles at the terminal membrane.

A vesicle stores the minimum quantity of neurotransmitter which can be

released in a synaptic transmission. Vesicles are released in quanta. The amount to
be released is determined by the duration of the depolarization in the membrane from

the arrival of action potentials sequence. Thus, there is a direct relationship between

the frequency of action potentials in the terminal and the amount of neuromediator
released.

Once released the neurotransmitter it is established chemical concentration

gradient, in the synaptic cleft, between the vicinity of the presynaptic membrane and
the vicinity of the postsynaptic membrane.11,12,29 The transmission of synaptic signals
fails when the delicate chemical equilibrium of the synaptic region is changed. Often,

these defects can cause transient or permanent problems in the neurological and
psychological status.

Many neuropathologies are associated with the decrease in the amount of

neurotransmitter in the synapse, among them Alzheimer's disease where the drastic

reduction of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine at cholinergic synapses causes
cognitive impairment leading to dementia.

Hence, the study of the mechanisms that trigger this imbalance as well as the

development of effective drugs that promote the concentration gradient of

neurotransmitters at synapses are fundamental actions to mitigate and even, why not,
heal the neuropathology on medium and long term.

9
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1.3 The Alzheimer Disease

Alzheimer's disease was described at first time in the literature by the german

psychiatrist Alois Alzheimer in 1906. After accomplished the autopsy of hundreds

brains, Alzheimer noted that large part of his samples had decreased brain mass, as
shown in Figure 4.30 Those brains also possessed dark clusters and neurofibrillary
tangles.31-33

Figure 4. Post mortem brain anatomical structure in comparison:
regular and AD brain.34

AD was known erroneously as "sclerosis", sometimes it is defined as "evil of

the century" or "silent epidemic". Despite the high social impact generated it is a
neglected disease.35 AD causes great changes in daily life of patients and their

families. It is a disease of great social concern, because it is costly to society,
economy and especially for the family nuclei.31,32 There is no cure to AD, and its
incidence increases with increasing age of the population. AD is a degenerative and
progressive disease.14,31,36-38

There are several factors considered as risk for the onset of AD. Among them

the most pronounced are:2,6,39

- Age: is the most important risk factor for AD. People over 60 have at least 30% of
chance to develop the disease. The statistics showing the range of risk for AD
development is between 60 and 90 years.

10
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- Gender: the women are at higher risk of developing dementia, in particular the AD;
this can be explained by estrogen deficiency in the last third part of life.

- Ethnicity and nationality: afro-american population above 65 years old has a higher
frequency of the incidence of AD.

- Geography: the largest number of people with AD is observed in the northern
hemisphere.

- Genetics and heredity: for 50-60% of cases that developed AD after 65 years there

is a relative of 1st degree who also developed the disease before. As you get older
the risk increases in the order of 5% for 70 years age, 10% at 80 years and 33% at 90

years of age. This was observed when there are cases of AD in relatives of 1st degree.

- Down syndrome: 95% of Down syndrome patients between 35 and 40 years old

develop brain lesions characteristic of AD. It is suspected that a history of Down
syndrome in the family can be a risk factor to develop AD.

- Intelligence Quotient (IQ) and language ability: The mental ability developed in

childhood seems to modify the tendency to take dementia in senile age. Statistics
show how much higher is the intellectual level developed in life, less likely to suffer
AD in older age. Some suspicions indicate is during the childhood that AD begins to

develop in the brain. Silently through years, forming senile plaques, modifying
synaptic density and damaging neural plasticity until the external symptoms signalize
the disease.

- Other factors: The AD may also be conditioned by environmental factors, number

of social ties, unregulated power supply, rural life, premorbid personality, stress,
depression, traumatic brain injury.

The main symptoms of this disease are gradual loss of memory and critical

thinking; time and spatial disorientation; sudden changes in personality for no

apparent reason; difficulty in learning and memorizing. The sharp drop in performing

daily activities and the cognitive impairment symptoms are also observed in AD.32,40
AD evolution is the cognitive loss of 5 to 15% per year, with an average period

of eight years from its inception to the last stage. In the last stage of AD, the total
11
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collapses of body functions occur, and consequently the death of the patient. It is
usually divided into three phases: the initial, moderate and severe phases.34,35

The first manifestations of Alzheimer's disease often go unnoticed, marked

initially by memory lapses that will gradually worsening. There are reported cases in

patients aged 40 years old diagnosed with the disease, but the AD effect markedly
occurs after 60 years of age.33

Several tests and a detailed medical history are necessary to diagnose AD since

it is not possible to diagnose the illness with simple clinical analysis or psychological-

cognitive checkup, because there are no tests to indicate AD separately. For now,
only the post-mortem examination can confirm AD with 100% certainty.41

The main implication of the etiology of AD is the dramatic loss of brain

cholinergic function through significant reduction of acetylcholine neurotransmitter
and the choline acetyltransferase enzyme (which catalyzes the synthesis of
acetylcholine in the cholinergic neurons) in neocortex and hippocampus.10,11 This is
the most important psycho-biochemical abnormality on AD diagnosed brain, and it

is an indicative of death of neurons in the basal nucleus of Meynert and surrounding
areas.42,43

1.3.1 AD causes
The AD causes are still unknown. Several hypotheses are launched to

determine the disease's mechanisms. The histological and biochemical particularities
that are intrinsically related with AD are listed below:

- senile neuritic plaques, composed mainly by -amyloid protein A/4 (A) which are
accumulated in the neuron extracellular matrix of the cerebral cortex. These neuritic

plaques are derived from the amyloid precursor protein (APP), its gene is located on
chromosome

21.

The

neurotoxic;14,30,31,35,38,41,44,45

accumulation
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- formation of neurofibrillary tangles. These tangles are composed by filaments
formed in the hyperphosphorylation of the tau protein within neurons (intracellular)
and its branches projections (axons and dendrites) mainly in the cerebral cortex,

specifically at pyramidal neurons, temporal lobe, the hippocampus and
amygdale;14,30,31,35,38,44

- sharp decrease in the amount of neurotransmitters in the synaptic regions. The
acetylcholine (ACh), serotonin, dopamine, noradrenaline, and P substance are the
neurotransmitters whose frequently diminish in AD processes.14,31,35,38,46,47

- Presence of the E4 variant in the APOE gene: is present in 60% of registered AD
cases.39

In AD patients, acetylcholine concentration is markedly reduced in the synaptic

clefts. This occur due to the low production of the neurotransmitter inside of neuronal
cells, as a consequence cholinergic deficit is established, thereafter cognitive function
is severely impaired.48,49

In order to treat the disease was suggested the cholinergic hypothesis.30,46,50,51

Since causes and the complete mechanism that trigger AD is controversial and
unclear, in addition to this hypothesis, several other proposals are being suggested as

the amyloid hypothesis, the hypothesis of glutamate and the oxidative stress
therapy.51,52

In the amyloid hypothesis the deposit of senile plaques produced mainly by

beta-amyloid protein can be avoided by using drugs that inhibit its excessive
production in synapse.33,35,44,45,53 This hypothesis is viewed with certain caution,
since tests on rats and mice have revealing is not always true that animals who
develop amyloid plaques will develop AD.33,54,55

The oxidative stress therapy proposes that metal (Fe, Cu, and Zn) ions may

crucially participate in the pathological process of AD. These metal favor protein

misfolding and aggregation (formation of A plaques and neurofibrillar tangles).

Beyond that, the metal catalyzes the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in

13
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cortex brain, and induce oxidative damage associated with neuronal death. The level
of metal ions in brains with AD increase 3-5 folds.44, 56

In the glutamate hypothesis of AD, is assumed the high concentration of this

neurotransmitter promotes the abnormal (excessive) entry of Ca2+ ions into the
neuron cell, leading it to death. Nowadays drugs such as memantine are used in the
treatment of AD patients to prevent the neurotransmitter (glutamate) from acting on
glutamate receptors and preventing the uncontrolled flow of calcium ions.35,44
1.3.2 Cholinergic hypothesis
The cholinergic hypothesis is the main target in AD treatment. It has generated

a race in the drugs research that can bring benefits and significant improvement in

cognitive functions of people with AD. In order to tackle the problem of the
cholinergic deficit, several strategies have been launched by different research

groups in drugs design that attenuate the deleterious effects of AD. Citing Sugimoto
and co-workers:31

“Based on this theory, six classes of drugs have been developed to enhance
cholinergic deficit in AD patient. These are:
a) Cholinesterase inhibitors (ChEI), which block the AChE enzyme thereby
invigorating cholinergic activity to enhance cognitive function.
b) Choline precursors, such as phosphatidylcholine, aimed at increasing the
bioavailability of choline.
c) ACh releasers, which should facilitate the release of ACh from presynaptic end
terminals.
d) M1 and M3 receptor agonists, which mimic ACh on postsynaptic end terminal
receptors.
e) M2 and M3 receptor antagonists, generally presynaptic (auto receptors), which
regulate ACh release via negative feedback.
f) Nicotinic agonists or substances having nicotinic like effects, which should
enhance ACh release.”

The first class of drugs cited as inhibitors of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase

are called AChEIs. Nowadays constitute a major strategy for the treatment of AD
patients, known as the cholinergic therapy. This therapy consists in the improvement
of nerve impulse transmission in synapse.

14
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The prevention of ACh hydrolysis by inhibiting the enzyme (AChE) is carried

out in the presence of drugs that interact with the enzyme allowing the maintenance

of the gradient concentration of the neurotransmitter (acetylcholine) in the synaptic

process. The correct use of medicines, aimed to increase the concentration of ACh in
the synapse, have effectively delayed the progression of the disease.31,35

There are four AChEI drugs approved by the FDA to AD treatment. In 1997

the first drug approved for AD treatment was the tacrine (THA, trade name

Cognex®), nowadays this medicine is withdrawn due the severe side-effect during

patient treatment. Nowadays three AChEIs, donepezil (DNP, trade name Aricept®),
rivastigmine (RIV, trade name Exelon®), and galantamine (GNT, trade name

Razadyne®) are currently in clinical practice in the moderate stage of AD. Another
drug, memantine (Ebixa®), an NMDA antagonist is now available to treat AD in
severe advanced stage.8,10,33,38,43,57,58

Figure 5. ACh and FDA approved AChEIs 2D structure.

There are several other drugs in clinical trials, some in phase III as huperzine

A (HUP), in phase II as ladostigil, and various derivatives of the first mentioned

drugs. Besides these, there are several studies and research around new drugs that
may act on the cholinergic neurons to ensure the maintenance of the levels of
15
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acetylcholine in the synapse and thus maintain cognitive functions of patients in the
best possible level.

The primary mechanism by which dopamine or cholinergic neurons degenerate

in Parkinson´s disease and Alzheimer´s disease, are not well known. Nevertheless,
many hypotheses and biochemical evidences have been provided to support a cascade

of events that include an accentuated decreasing of the gradient of concentration of
the neurotransmitters in synapses, as well the oxidative stress, inflammatory process,

apoptosis, and lack of neurotrophic factors. Similar to neuropsychiatric diseases,
neurodegenerative diseases are multifactorial situation.59

Currently, many experts discuss which is the best way to treat

neurodegenerative diseases. There is an agreement for many experts in several areas
which such diseases require use of multidrug therapy approach in their treatment.

The drugs ladostigil (LAD), rasagiline (RAS), selegiline (SEL) and rivastigmine
fulfill the role of drug with multiple neuroprotective activities.8,59,60
1.4 Acetylcholinesterase
The acetylcholinesterase (E.C. 3.1.1.7), is the most important molecular target

for therapeutic intervention studies and developing drugs for treating various kind of
disorders such as myasthenia gravis, AD and glaucoma. AChE have a highly specific

biological function in consequence of this is an ultra-rapid-acting enzyme, operating
at nearly diffusion-limited rates.61-65

AChE 3D structure is shown in Figure 6. The AChE is an allosteric enzyme

from the class of hydrolases, with 537 amino acid residues in its sequence. The

enzyme is anchored in the postsynaptic membrane and hydrolyzes ACh in choline
and acetate inside its catalytic site.14 The enzyme has its catalytic triad - Ser200-

Glu327-His440 (SEH, in Torpedo californica numbering) - situated at the bottom of
its active site.37,44,62,63,66,67 AChE is an enzyme with high dipole moment (800 - 1800
Debye) oriented along its active site.68
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Figure 6. 3D structure of monomeric form of Torpedo californica TcAChE/ACh complex
(pdb: 2ACE69 - 2,5 Å)

AChE is classified structurally under two forms: globular and asymmetric. The

globular form of AChE is subdivided into monomeric (G1), dimeric (G2) and
tetrameric form (G4). The G4 is the most profuse form in the brain, particularly in

the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, and G1 is less abundant form in the brain. In

the synapses of AD patients, the G4 form decreases sharply, as long as G1 quantity
remains unchanged.61,70

The active site of AChE is a deep canyon with approximately 20 Å depth,

named gorge.44,62 The active site is characterized by the presence of multiple negative

charges around the catalytic triad which would explain the attraction of ACh by
SEH.65,71,72

AChE is an enzyme with low flexibility despite possesses a large number of

amino acids residues (more than 500). However, some important structural changes

were observed in the residues of the active site pocket when enzyme is interacting

with some inhibitors. The AChEIs bis(7)-tacrine (DMT), rivastigmine and huperzine
A and B, induce significant conformational changes in the residues Trp279, Phe330,
and in His440, and the residues of aromatic peripheral site (Figure 7).62
17
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An important factor for the biological activity of AChE is the presence of water

molecules in the active site. Molecular dynamics studies showed the population of

molecules of water in the gorge ranges from 16 to 22 molecules. The quantity of

water in the gorge controls the entrance of ligands. The water molecules in the

catalytic site lead the bond strength between catalytic residue Ser200 and ligands that
enter the cavity.73-76

In addition of the cholinergic function, AChE also has a non-cholinergic

function. The peripheral site gorge induces a conformational change in the structure
of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) causing a breakdown of this protein and the
appearance of amyloid fibers. The generated -amyloid peptide is aggregate outside
of neurons cells of -amyloid during the initial phase of the AD.77,78

Thus, drugs that inhibit the action of AChE not only in the region of SEH but

also in the peripheral region of the gorge have great importance in the treatment of
the disease; not only to promote the maintenance of cholinergic functions as well as

to avoid the appearance of senile plaques that produce neuronal apoptosis. New
studies have shown that AChE plays an important role in the formation of -amyloid
senile plaques.41

1.4.1 The active site Gorge
The gorge, represented in Figure 7, has four sub-sites. The first sub-site is the

peripheral site located at the entrance of the gorge. The second one is the binding
quaternary ammonium site located in the central region of the gorge. These two subsites consist of several aromatic residues (14 at total) and hence the whole area

covered is termed peripheral aromatic site (PAS) of AChE.44,62,79 Others AChE subsites are the peripheral anionic site and the catalytic site located at the bottom of the
acylation pocket where the hydrolysis of ACh occurs.
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Figure 7. Gorge, the active site of AChE.

1.4.2 The acetylcholine hydrolysis mechanism
The ACh is the most abundant neurotransmitter in the brain and the main

responsible for the propagation of nerve impulses in the synaptic clefts of cholinergic

neurons. Its precursors choline and acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) reacts
producing acetylcholine within the nerve cells under the action of the acetylase
enzyme, and the produced neurotransmitter is stored in the synaptic vesicles.12,61,80

ACh is a naturally quaternary ammonium cation ester and is hydrolyzed in

choline and acetic acid by action of AChE enzyme at the post-synaptic side.29,48

Several mechanisms are proposed to determine the action of AChE on ACh. In

general, the mechanism is divided into two stages: the acylation (Figure 8) and
deacetylation (Figure 9) of AChE.
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Figure 8. AChE mechanism of acylation of ACh.

Some AChE inhibitors such as organophosphorous derivates act by competing

with ACh. The interaction between AChE and organophosphorous compounds
results in a phosphonylated enzyme through an effective covalent bond, and the

irreversible inhibition of AChE. Others inhibitors as rivastigmine inhibit the
acylation of the OH group of Ser200 residue forming a carbamoyl ester more stable

than acetyl group of ACh and less apt to leave the active site, forming a pseudoirreversible inhibition of the enzyme.61,81

Figure 9. The AChE mechanism of deacylation of ACh.
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1.5 The acetylcholinesterase inhibitors in Alzheimer’s diseases (AChEIs)
The strategies most used in AD treating consist in blocking the hydrolysis of

ACh in synapse of cholinergic neurons. This strategy is called cholinergic hypothesis

and nowadays is one of the main targets in the development of drugs able of promote
chemical equilibrium concentration of ACh in patients with AD.14-16 The hydrolysis
of ACh is prevented by blocking and inhibition of AChE.

Among AChEIs used in AD treatment stand THA,31,82 the first drug approved

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat of disease, DNP31,38,82 and
GNT.38 These drugs are indicated for treating mild and moderate stages, when the
patient still has independent cognitive activity.

Other drugs have been clinically studied and tested for use in the treatment of

AD, as physostigmine (PHY).38,82,83 Some drugs are promising candidates and are in

the testing phase and approval, among them, HUP,64,81 metrifonate (MTR)38 and
phenserine (PHS).38,82 Recently, another class of molecules that are dual AChE

ligands was studied. These drugs named huprines80 in addition to the AChE inhibition
also have a neuroprotective function, thus act more efficiently in the treatment of
AD.37,78,80,84-86
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Figure 10. 2D structure of some AChEIs molecules.

Although AChEIs present common inhibition properties, the nature of their

chemical structure and interaction are different, as shown in Figure 10. Generally,

the AChEIs are divided into two categories depending on the type of interaction they
form with the gorge.

The first group of molecules, displayed at the top of Figure 10, represents

species that bind to the active site and inhibit its function using only non-covalent
interactions. Bis(7)-tacrine (DMT), donepezil (DNP), huperzine A (HUP),
galantamine (GNT), and tacrine (THA) all belong to this group. The second type of
inhibitors, such as RIV, dichlorvos (DCV), and PHS (shown at the bottom of Figure
10), always form covalent bonds with the Ser200 residue of AChE.
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The rational design of AChEIs are given at two basic standards:15,78,87

i. drugs with molecular recognition in the catalytic site of AChE, preferably

interacting at covalent bonds with hydroxyl of Ser200 serine residue. This bond may
be reversible or pseudo irreversible;

ii. drugs that are recognized by the catalytic and/or peripheral anionic site of the
enzyme, to prevent the entry of the natural substrate in gorge.
1.5.1 Acridines
The 1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-9-acridinamine, THA was the first drug approved by

the FDA for the treatment of patients with AD.66,88 It is a derivative of acridine
synthesized in 1945, applied first as an antimicrobial agent and monoamine oxidase
inhibitor.89,90

THA is a reversible inhibitor, non-competitive and non-selective for AChE. In

patients with good tolerance to it, this drug increases moderately the cognitive

function but, has high hepatotoxicity and high incidence of side effects66 Although

tacrine is not first drug of choice, it is taken as reference in search of more potent
AChEIs.90 THA exhibits a dual inhibitory activity: inhibits AChE enzyme and free
radical scavenging activity.91

THA analogues are widely investigated and tested for inhibition of AChE. One

of AChEIs derived from THA most studied is the Bis(n)-tacrine derivative, as shown
in Figure 11, formed from two units of THA connected by a carbon skeleton with
(CH2)n units.44

Figure 11. 2D structure of Bis(n)-tacrine.
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The compounds formed when n= 5 and 7, the Bis(5)-tacrine (F11) and DMT

show greater selectivity and higher activity in the inhibition of AChE.92 DMT is a
dual inhibitor, it inhibits AChE and MNDA activity in synapse.44,57,91

There are several compounds from acridines derivatives proposed as AChEI

candidate. The photosensitizer methylene blue (MTB)93 a strong reversible AChEI,
and the edrophonium (EDR) are two of them. Acridines derivatives from THA and
DMT are largely studied in the pursuit of best AChEI to treat AD.44
1.5.2 Alkaloids
Galantamine (GNT) was the fourth AChEI approved by the FDA in treatment

of AD. It is an alkaloid present in several plants of the Amaryllidaceae family,
particularly in the snow drop flowers.47,61 It is a selective, competitive and reversible

acetylcholinesterase inhibitor and an allosteric modulator of nicotinic receptors in the
brain and muscle.94-96 This alkaloid was approved in 2001 for the treatment of AD,

especially for promoting significant improvements in cognitive state and inhibit the
formation of tangles of beta-amyloid protein.45,53,61

The GNT is an AChEI largely studied, due its dual biological activity. Several

research groups developed year by year heterodimeric derivatives based in this

AChEI, aiming the association of tolerability of GNT and potency of dual-target
inhibitors in AD treatment.97 The GNT derivatives with indole moiety,98 bivalent
derivative99 as (GL8), and bis-functional derivatives47 as the N-Piperidinopropylgalantamine (G3X) are some of new alkaloids proposed as potent AChE inhibitors.

Huperzine A (HUP) is a naturally alkaloid found in the Huperzia serrata herbs

and a potent reversible inhibitor of AChE. This alkaloid is a potential drug candidate

for AD treatment, considering its prolonged action on the CNS, low toxicity, and

protective action on neurons. HUP is efficient against glutamate excess that can lead

to death of nerve cells.15,88 At normal concentrations, glutamate is a neurotransmitter

necessary for brain functions such as learning and memory. However, at high
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concentrations the increased cellular activity caused by glutamate results in over-

excitation of nerve cells, which eventually leads to cell death.100 HUP demonstrate
excellent performance in penetrate blood-brain barrier while comparing with others
AChEIs profile. This inhibitor also has higher oral bioavailability and longer AChE
inhibition in comparison with others alkaloids molecules.61

With synthetic route not yet defined to be produced on a large scale, the

research to develop HUP derivative analogues has been intensified. Some of its
analogs, the huprines proved to be 200 times more potent than HUP in the AChE
inhibition.101

1.5.3 Carbamates
The molecules of this class are derivate compounds of carbamic acid

(NH2COOH). These compounds are used in different diseases as AD, myasthenia

gravis, glaucoma, Parkinson´s disease. Some carbamates as physostigmine (PHY)
and rivastigmine (RIV) are reversible AChEIs.61

Physostigmine was the first drug clinically studied to be applied in the

treatment of AD.46 It extracted from beans, a legume native to West Africa known as
bean-to-Calabar (Physostigma venenosum). PHY is a natural alkaloid belonging to
the group of carbamates molecules.57,66

The PHY is a non selective and pseudo-irreversible drug that despite having

provided a good improved in cognitive functions, due to the low efficiency in the
long-term clinical phases II and III was rejected by the FDA.31,61,66 This carbamate

is a molecular reference object in the development of new analogues for the treatment
of AD, even that is no longer used as a therapeutic drug.

In mid-1998 was approved in Europe rivastigmine (RIV), a drug derived from

physostigmine by molecular modifications. RIV is a selective and pseudo-

irreversible carbamate70 but exhibits superior pharmacological profile than its

precursor, with good selectivity and bioactivity in vivo. It is well tolerated by
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patients, it presents neuroprotective properties and improves in cognitive function of
AD patients.102

RIV inhibits six times the G1 than the G4 form of AChE. This carbamate is

therefore the primary drug indicated for the treatment of AD in mild and moderate

stages.61,70 It was approved by the FDA in 2000. It is a potent neural protector while
preserves the viability and neuronal structure in brain cortex.103 RIV is also a dual

inhibitor, its inhibits AChE and butyrylcholinesterase (BuChE) enzymes, presenting
beneficial effects on AD treatment as well as its cognitive, functional and behavioral
domains.91

The phenserine (PHS) is a phenyl carbamate analog of physostigmine

developed for AD treatment. It is a highly selective and pseudo-irreversible AChEI.14
Nowadays it is in II clinical trials phase, PHS is a new promise considering its relative
wide therapeutic window compared to other carbamate used for AD treatment.37
1.5.4 Huprines
In the beginning of 2000s Camps and coworkers101 designed a new class of

AChEIs provided from combination of two well-known inhibitors, the THA and

HUP. By combining the carbobicyclic substructure of HUP with 4-aminoquinoline
group of THA, the hybrid molecule called huprine was designed. This new class of

AChEI provided the creation of various derivatives by the substitution of the position
R9 and the position R3, see Figure 10.44,101

Some huprines as HUX (chlorine at R3 and ethyl at R9) presented more affinity

by AChE than others earlier AChEIs reported till 2000s. The huprines interacts with
AChE as THA and HUP, in addition present some others important interactions with
conservative residues of gorge as Asp72 and Glu199.44,101

Following the tendency of other classes of AChEIs, a huge amount of multi-

target heterodimeric derivatives of huprines were developed. The huprines HUX, and

HUY (chlorine at R3 and methyl at R9) were connected by alkyl linkers to THA,
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GNT, DNP, HUP and several other moieties resulting in a huge set of potent AChEIs.

The new compounds presented multi-inhibitory properties as BACE-1, BuChE and
AChE, inhibitors, and anti -amyloid aggregation activity.44,104,105
1.5.5 N-benzylpiperidines
In 1996 donepezil (DNP) the second AChEI for AD treatment was approved.

This drug was developed using studies from molecular recognition QSAR.88,106 The
DNP

((RS)-2-[(1-benzyl-4-piperidyl)methyl]-5,6-dimethoxy-2,3-dihydroinden-1-

one) is a N-benzylpiperidine drug. DNP is highly selective AChEI, and a reversible

and non-competitive drug.31,106,107 It was developed to overcome the disadvantages
of the side effects produced by the THA.

The results when donepezil is taken in the treatment of mild and moderate AD

shown significant improvements in compared treatment with THA.85,108 This AChEI
is a dual site inhibitor being able to interact with CAS and PAS sites of AChE through

hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds with gorge residues.44 DNP in addition

its potent AChE inhibition properties, also shown good inhibitory power of the secretase, BACE-1, thus offering a neuroprotective effect to brain cells. AD patients
treated with DNP shown ameliorated delay in cognitive and functional decline during
the treatment.77 The 7-ethyl-10-[4-(1-piperidino)-1-piperidino-] carbonyloxy-

camptothecin (CP0) is an anticancer prodrug approved for the treatment of colon
cancer, with known AChE inhibitory action. CP0 has a dipiperidine moiety, making
similar interactions as the AChE-DNP complex.109

Some others N-benzylpiperidines derivatives in which indanone moiety of

DNP is replaced by different other groups was also proposed as AChEI. The

bioisosteric N-benzyl piperidine benzisoxazoles presented higher selectivity and
potency than DNP.46
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1.5.6 Organophosphates

The organophosphorus compounds (OPs) are esters or thiols derived from

phosphoric, phosphonic and phosphinic acid. This class of compound has been used

as chemical weapon agent, pesticides, plasticizers, pharmaceuticals and parasiticide

in veterinary medicine.61,110 OPs are extreme toxic molecules acting directly in CNS
and muscles cells of mammalians and some other animals. The acute toxic effect of
OPs is related to irreversible inactivation of AChE. This occurs through the

phosphorylation of the enzyme to form a stable OP-AChE adduct by the covalent
bond formed between phosphonyl group of OP and the –OH group of Ser200

residue.110 Some OPs were studied from the 1930s as potent irreversible inhibitors of
AChE in very low concentrations.61,110-112

Sarin (SAR) gas was the first OP molecule studied as AChE inhibitor.81 SAR

is an organophosphorous compound also known as G-series ‘B’ nerve agent (GB),
and a potent AChE irreversible inhibitor used as war chemical weapon. Nowadays

SAR is still in use against civil citizens and innocents for some countries. This AChEI
is a very potent nervous agent and acts on AChE producing a strong phosphonylated
complex via effective covalent bond with the residue Ser200 of gorge.113-115

In same way of SAR, there is other organophosphorous compound used as

chemical weapon, the soman gas (SOM), also known G-series ‘D’ nerve agent (GD).

This AChEI is an extremely toxic nerve agent. The 2-(3,3-dimethylbuty)
methylphosphonofluoridate, SOM is a non selective and irreversible cholinesterase

inhibitor molecule, and inhibits potently both AChE and BuChE enzymes. SOM also
forms an effective phosphonylated complex.115-117

Metrifonate (MTR) is a prodrug, and unique AChEI of OP studied as potential

drug for the treatment of patients with AD. When metabolized, MTR produces the

active metabolite 2,2-dichlorovinyl dimethylphosphate (DCV) that acts as selective
and

pseudo

irreversible

inhibitor

on

AChE

with

very slow

rate

of

dephosphonylation.81,110 MTR was rejected on its FDA-approval because presented
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severe side effects in muscles and respiratory system for some patients in phase III
of clinical trials.46

The AChE-OP adducts formed by SAR, SOM, DCV, and other OPs have a

very slow dephosphonylation reaction. In case of DVC its takes some days for

completely dephosphonylation of AChE, but in other OPs as SAR the inhibition is
considered irreversible. While acylated AChE adduct show very fast deacylation

regenerating the enzyme in its free form, in other hand the dephosphorylation is very
slow (or definitive) and the phosphorylated enzyme is unable to hydrolyze ACh.61

The irreversible inhibition of the AChE by OPs promotes accumulation of the
neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft. This accumulation generates the
overstimulation of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in the central nervous system,
causing the blocking the neurotransmission process. The dramatic side-effect of this
overstimulation is known to be lethal.

1.5.7 Monoamino Oxidase Inhibitors
Mono amine oxidase (MAO, EC 1.4.3.4, amino-oxygen reductase) is a

flavoenzyme localized at the inner of the outer mitochondrial membrane which is

tightly bound through its C-terminal sequence. The biochemical function of MAO is
the oxidative deamination of monoamine neurotransmitters as serotonin (5-HT),

noradrenalin or norepinephrine (NOR), and dopamine (DOP).8,10 The enzyme

presents two distinct isoforms, MAO-A and MAO-B. The isoform MAO-A
preferentially deaminates 5-HT, epinephrine (EPI), and NOR, and selective
inhibitors clorgyline. The MAO-B isoform metabolizes the neurotransmitters DOP

and benzylamine (PHE), as well the inhibitors as rasagiline (RAS) and selegiline
(SEL).

AChE, MAO-A and MAO-B are target enzymes in studies of different diseases

as AD, Parkinson´s disease, depression and glaucoma. A polypharmacological

approach is desirable and aiming to treat and modify activities of these targets
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simultaneously, particularly those associated with the progression of the diseases.7 In

this way the development of multifunctional molecules is a tendency and crucial to
treat different diseases that share some particularities as neurodegenerative disease.

A dual-action drug is a compound that combines two different desired

pharmacological actions at a similar efficacious dose (or molar scale). Dual inhibitors
possess two different biological activities, which may be due to inhibition of two
different enzymes, neurotransmitters or biochemical target. Some examples of dual
inhibitors are desipramine, dozepin, asenapine, amitriptyline, PHS, RIV, THA, HUP
and ladostigil (LAD).91

The MAOIs began to be used as antidepressants in the mid-1950s. The first

generation of MAOIs (Figure 12) is compound by drugs with non-selective and

irreversible MAO-A and MAO-B inhibition. Drugs as tranylcypromine (TRA),
isocarboxazid (ISO), iproniazide (IPR), and phenelzine (PHZ) were widely used in

depression treatment. Currently its use is restricted only to cases where other drugs

are not efficient, due the severe side effects caused during the depression treatment.10
To ameliorate the unwanted effects of first generation of MAOIs, a second

generation of drugs has been developed for depression and Parkinson’s disease

treatment. These new inhibitors present selectivity for MAO isoforms inhibition. The
well-known second generations of MAOIs are Nialamide (NIA), selective for MAOA, and selegiline (SEL), and rasagiline (RAS) inhibitors of MAO-B.118-121

In a search for the reduction of side effects caused by first and second

generations of MAOI in depression treatment, new reversible and selective MAO-A

inhibitors (IRMAs) were developed. Drugs as moclobemide (MOC) and toloxatone
(TOL), see Figure 12, are prescribed as antidepressants that inhibit only the MAO-A

isoform. This allows the MAO-B isoform to perform the deamination of monoamines
neurotransmitters and other toxic amines.

Recently it was identified the increasing in the level of MAO-B isoform in

brain of elderly people.42,119-121 The increasing level of MAO-B in brain may
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contribute to onset of neurodegenerative diseases as AD and Parkinson’s disease,
through the formation of free radicals via MAO-B action.

Figure 12. 2D structure of first, second and third generations of MAOIs.

MAOIs play beneficial neuroprotective action in neurodegenerative diseases

by reducing oxidative stress conditions, preventing neuronal damage and decreasing

apoptosis in neural cells caused by MAO isoforms actions in synaptic clefts.10 Some
drugs as SEL and RAS benefits AD patients.3,60,86 Therefore SEL, RAS and its
derivatives were also studied as a potential AChEI for AD treatment and as multitarget drugs. The propargyl moiety in SEL and RAS may have intrinsic
neuroprotective activity not related to its ability to bind covalently to MAO-B and
inhibit it.59

Association between AChEIs and MAOIs molecules has been studied aiming

search multi-target drugs for neurodegenerative diseases. A more efficient molecule

able to inhibit in the same concentration AChE and MAO isoforms is a special aim

in biochemistry and computational chemistry field. A new class of multi-functional
drugs - the AChEI-MAOI drugs is emerging.44
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Youdim et al. studied a large series of dual MAO-AChE inhibitors using the

propargyl moiety (present in SEL and RAS) to composed the molecules. Their study
was based in the molecular design of molecules combining at same molecular shape
the propargylaminic fragment characterizing some well-known MAOIs as SEL and

RAS, with carbamate moiety, which could add the AChE inhibitory property in the
new molecule.10,59

The Ladostigil (LAD) was designed as hybrid dual inhibitor AChE-MAO

synthesized by linking directly the carbamate moiety from RIV (AChEI) at RAS
(MAOI) molecule.8,59 Ladostigil, Figure 13, showing anti-depressant activity while

inhibiting both MAO isoforms, and the ability to increase EPI and 5-HT levels on

respective synaptic clefts. In addition LAD possesses multiple therapeutic activities
as reduces apoptosis and stimulates the processing of APP protein.91 LAD nowadays
is in II phase of clinic test for AD treatment.

Figure 13. 2D structure of LAD, a potent AChEI-MAOI molecule.

The high complexity of AD calls for huge effort to develop molecules able to

modulate multiple CNS targets to promote a real improvement of AD therapy. The

multi-factorial nature of the disease rules out the use of consolidated mono-therapy
and put researches on the way of multipotent drugs hitting cooperatively different

targets underlying the onset and/or progression of the disease.44,46,77 This approach is
grounded on the idea that an AChEI could exhibit a more efficient therapeutic effect
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in AD when it is able to express an additional MAOI activity, and/or inhibiting other
enzymes implicated in neurodegenerative diseases as BuChE. Other desirable
property of an ideal AChEI is the ability to brake the production of the free radicals

(the reactive oxidative species) provided from the oxidative stress in brain cells.10
Drugs which are selective against isoforms of particular biological target but
nonselective against two or more targets are very useful in multifactorial diseases as
AD and Parkinson´s disease.122
1.5.8 Other molecules
Several herbs extracts are studied as potential agents in the AD treatment.

These herbs are widely known for the eastern population, and have been used for
centuries to treat some dementias and evils that attack the CNS.

Herbs such as Huperzia serrata, Panax ginseng, Ginkgo biloba, Salvia

officinalis, Camellia sinensis, Pueraria lobata, Curcuma longa L., Rhodiola rosea
Linn, Mimosa bahamensis Benth, and many others are now the subject of studies in
the research for natural compounds that act as neuroprotective molecules and AChE
inhibitors.51,123-125

The present work is a theoretical study of the process of inhibition of AChE by

molecules that inhibit the enzyme blocking its activity by electrostatic, van der
Waals, and -stacking interactions, and/or forming covalent bonds with its residue
Ser200. To a deeper understanding on the mechanism of AChE interacting with

ligands that block the active site of the enzyme, a combination of computational
methods such as QM/MM MD, QM/MM FEP, and QM/MM BIE has been employed.

Thus, QM/MM calculations were performed to determine the binding free energy
between the acetylcholinesterase and some inhibitors. In addition, to clarify how

different molecules, with a wide variety of chemical structures, can act as AChE
inhibitor, we employ a joint molecular docking in silico simulations and multivariate
analysis study, based on the principal component analysis method and genetic
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algorithm aggregation theory, to obtain the structural, electronic and topological
properties that are capable to promote molecules in top as good inhibitors.
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“Sé impecable con tus palabras…
No te tomes nada como personal…
No hagas suposiciones…
Haz lo máximo que puedas.” (Don Miguel Ruiz)
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2. OUTLINE, SCOPE, AND AIMS
In this Doctoral Thesis, the investigation of the role of the inhibitors of AChE

that block the active site gorge, in the mechanism of inhibition of the enzyme, is
presented. The chapter 2 presents the main aims of this Thesis. In the chapter 3

outlines the theoretical background, computational approaches and methods used in
this Thesis. Chapter 4 establishes a theoretical framework for the systematic study of

the mechanism of inhibition of AChE by some classical inhibitors used in AD
treatment. Chapter 5 elucidates inhibition aspects of AChE by different molecules of

a same family of AChEIs. Both 4 and 5 chapters aim to elucidate through QM/MM
simulations the process of AChE inhibition for any molecule that block the gorge. In
Chapter 6, the interaction between different classes of molecules with AChE is

analyzed in order to formulate a consistent background to study new AChEIs. In

Chapter 7, we sketch an interpretative scheme to elucidate the essential
pharmacophore groups in drug design, aiming the development of more potent and

efficient AD medicines. The last chapter, Chapter 8 summarizes the main
conclusions and suggests future outlooks. This thesis is based in 4 papers, which have
been published or are in via of submission to international journals and aim at
addressing the issues and objective previously mentioned.
i.

Chapter 4: Binding Analysis of Some Classical Acetylcholinesterase

Inhibitors: Insights for a Rational Design Using Free Energy Perturbation
Method Calculations with QM/MM MD Simulations.
Reference: J. Chem. Inf.
DOI:10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00037

Model.,
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ii. Chapter 5: Binding Free Energy Calculations to Rationalize the Interactions
of Huprines with Acetylcholinesterase.

* Manuscript prepared to be submitted to the Journal of Chemical Information and
Modeling.

iii. Chapter 6: Systematic study of several Acetylcholinesterase Inhibitors
through computational means: A molecular docking study.

* Manuscript prepared to be submitted to the European Journal of Medicinal
Chemistry.

iv. Chapter

7:

Computational

Modeling

and

Simulations

on

Acetylcholinesterase Inhibitors: Towards a Relationship among Ligands
Properties, Pharmacophoric Profile, and Inhibition Mechanism.
*Manuscript in preparation.

The main target of this research project is the study of the inhibition

mechanism of AChE, focused in AD treatment. For this purpose 45 molecules

with different chemical structures, belonging to 8 families were studied. The
interactions between the inhibitors and AChE are studied by using a plethora of

computational procedures and theoretical methods, i.e, molecular dynamic

simulations based on QM/MM methods, molecular docking method, binding
isotopic effects, and multivariate analysis methods.

The objectives proposed and addressed throughout this Doctoral Thesis

can be summarized as follows:

- obtain the binding free energy of interaction of AChE inhibitors that do

not acylate the enzyme, but block its catalytic site by non-covalent interactions
through free energy perturbation methods based on QM/MM MD potentials.

- perform calculations of energy of interaction by residue to a set of

molecules, thus obtaining the contribution of each residue in inhibition process,
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- calculations of BIEs using the QM/MM methodology, to identify

important non-covalent interactions in the inhibition process,

- study of 8 different classes of molecules that inhibit the AChE using the

molecular docking technique, and aiming to clarify how the inhibitory process
occurs,

- exploratory search of the properties that correlate AChE inhibitors,

performing electronic structure calculations, molecular docking, and principal

components analysis and clustering algorithms. Thus, to propose an optimized
pharmacophoric profile of AChEI able to block with efficiency the AChE.
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“If I have seen further than others,
it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants.”
(Sir Isaac Newton)
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3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND METHODS
3.1 Theoretical Background
The study how the enzymes interact with its natural substrate and how they

interact with other molecules (e.g. ligands, and inhibitors) is essential to understand
enzyme work. The study of proteomics is one of the central axes in the development
of new drugs to treat and cure diseases.

Molecular modeling and theoretical chemistry methodologies are largely used

to understand main process at atomic and molecular scales within the intracellular
environment.19,126-128 Simulate reality in the cellular environment is not an easy task.

Many approaches are necessary to study how a particular enzyme interacts with a
molecule. For this purpose, the three-dimensional structure of the enzyme and
molecules to be studied must be known.

Nowadays the best approaches to simulate reality in the intracellular

environment are based on the combination of different methods and techniques of

the theoretical and computational chemistry. The methods based on the molecular

mechanics (MM) and quantum mechanics (QM) (the hybrid QM/MM methods), as

well the alchemical free energy perturbation methods (FEP), beside the molecular

docking algorithms (MDA), and the binding isotope effects (BIEs) methods can be
considered as a set of tools in order to evaluate, together, the energy of binding and

the study of the interactions between an enzyme (receptor - R) and a inhibitor or
molecule (ligand - L).

In addition, several strategies as the quantitative structure–activity relationship

(QSAR) can be employed in order to complement and support this kind of analysis.

The QSAR method is an useful strategy for the systematic analysis of
macromolecular system. This method combines low computational cost and

reasonable accurate approach, by using structural and electronic properties of small

molecules (ligands, inhibitors, analogues, etc) in the study of the R-L interactions.
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The properties of the ligands can be determined by performing ab initio calculations
using the density functional theory (DFT). The correlation between different ligands

and the enzyme (receptor) can be determined using a combination of techniques as

the principal component analysis (PCA) and Fuzzy K-means clustering methods, and
then validated within cross-validation method.

It is well known that atoms, molecules and macromolecules are in constant

movement into cellular environment or in an experimental procedure. In the
simulation and study of enzymatic systems, it is necessary to consider some

parameters like temperature and velocity of the molecules that compose this system.

Thus, methods of molecular dynamics (MD) are applied, to simulate over time, how

the enzymatic system behaves under a certain temperature and as the energy of
microstates vary with time, providing information as structural conformations and
the energy associated with these conformations. Therefore, the combination of
methods QM/MM and MD is a powerful tool for modeling the enzymatic catalytic
processes.126,127,129,130

Another important point to be considered is the study of the free energies of

interaction between enzymes and their ligands. This is a controversial matter and well
studied since there are different approaches to determine the interaction energy in

large systems. In general, the statistical thermodynamics principles are used to study
and understand accurately the free energies of interaction between enzymes and

ligands.127,131 Since the evaluation of the free energy of interaction of a receptorligand system is a very complex task, several techniques as the Potential of Mean

Force (PMF),132,133 the Free Energy Perturbation (FEP),127,134 Slow Growth (SG)135
and Thermodynamic Integration (TI) are used for this purpose. These methods take
in account the free energy difference between two states of the system in order to
calculate the binding energy of the R-L complex.

Docking techniques are very important for understanding chemical

compounds.17 In systems as protein-ligand, protein-protein, and nanomaterials,

docking is an useful computational methodology to predict the spatial orientation of
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small molecules when are forming complexes, adducts, or tight interactions with a
receptor, as enzymes.136,137 This methodology is based in ‘lock and key’ concept of

rational drug design, and offers an option in the determination of the interaction
energy while with relatively low computational cost.

Over the last two decades, powerful molecular modeling tools have been

developed which are capable of accurately predicting structures, energy, reactivity
and other properties of molecules. Within the field of molecular modeling, the

rational drug design is the area with high relevance of application. The use of the
computational simulations in the prediction of a molecule with pharmacological
activity, that consequently will become in a drug candidate for treating a disease,

brings the huge expectation of reducing the search time and the cost in the molecular
synthesis process during the development of medicines.138

The R-L interactions establish the functionality of a given molecule.

However, the study of the R-L interactions, by itself, does not provide enough

parameters in the development of new ligand. Other important point of view to be

considered is the mapping of the pharmacophoric profile of a molecule or a set of
ligands which interact within a specific macromolecular target. The pharmacophoric

profile is a group of chemical and geometrical parameters of a set of molecules that
probably correlate them in a specific function, as the inhibition of a protein.

Basically, a pharmacophore describes the main molecular features regarding

the recognition of a ligand by a biological macromolecule. Technically according

Wermuth, a pharmacophore is the “largest common denominator shared by a set of

active molecules to specific biological target”.139 A pharmacophore is defined by the
pharmacophoric descriptors which are a set of electronic, structural, electrostatic and

topological properties of a system. Those descriptors can be obtained by
experimental methods (e.g. X-Ray, crystallography, spectroscopic measurements,

etc) and theoretical methods (e.g. Born–Oppenheimer approximation, DFT, MøllerPlesset Perturbation methods, etc).
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In order to enhance the insights to identify potential new medicinal drugs,

computational strategies are widely used as previously described. Mathematics,
statistics and quantum molecular modeling applied on bioinformatics are important
examples of these strategies. The multivariate analysis methods (e.g. hierarchical

cluster analysis – HCA; principal components analysis - PCA), quantum chemistry
calculations (Density functional theory –DFT, etc), and molecular docking approach

are some of the methods that when combined can led the identification of the main
data required to describe the essence of the pharmacophore profile for determinate
biochemical problem.

3.2 Theoretical Methods
3.2.1 Hybrid Method QM/MM
Classical mechanics could be used to simulate large molecules but not chemical

reactions. Quantum mechanics could give realistic results for reactions but could not
be used in large molecules problems, because the number of equations for such kind

of system is computationally expensive and too much complex to model and solve
it. The blended approach, which uses quantum mechanics only for key parts of

molecules in the system (as bond formation and breaking, charge transfer,

polarization, etc) and classical mechanics for the rest of the system, provides the
accuracy of the quantum approach with manageable solutions from Newton's
equations.20,128

The application of this methodology requires the establishment of the

definition (divisions) of the system in three distinct but inseparable regions. As
shown in Figure 14, the QM is the lowest region of the parts comprising the smallest

number of atoms (generally the ligand and the amino acid residues involved in
enzyme catalysis), this part is studied by quantum mechanical methods. The MM is

the second region, which is the remainder of the enzyme and waters, and is treated
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by force fields of classical molecular mechanics. The third part is the contour, that is

a collection of restrictions (boundary conditions) applied to the system due to the fact
that it is impossible simulate an infinite system.20,140

Figure 14. Scheme of definition of a QM, MM and contour region.

The calculation of the energies and forces of the system is obtained by

resolution of the time-independent Schrödinger's equation (equation 1) under proper
approach.

H eff   ri , R , RM   E  R , RM    ri , R , RM 
^

(1)

Where ri and R are the coordinates of the electrons and nuclei in QM region,

RM is coordinates of the atoms in MM part.

For this purpose, a Hamiltonian representing all parts of the system to be

calculated (Heff) is used as shown in the equation 2. This Hamiltonian is composed

of the sum of four terms: The first term representing the QM region, the second one
for the MM, third one to describe the interactions between regions QM/MM and the
fourth term is the boundary conditions (contour) of the system.128
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H eff  H QM  H MM  H QM / MM  H boundary
^

^

^

^

^

(2)

The total energy, represented by the equation 3, is calculated for each position

of the nuclei of the QM and the coordinates of MM atoms, using a self-consistent
process (SCF, self-consistent Field).

E

 | H eff | 
^

(3)

|

The potential energy from Heff Hamiltonian can be calculated by the sum of

each term described in the equation 2. This energy is calculated as shown in equation
4.128

Etotal 

| H QM  H QM / MM  H boundary (QM ) |
|

A M B M 
   12  6   EMM  Eboundary ( MM )
R M 
 M  R M

(4)

Where the first term of equation 4 include the QM and QM/MM Hamiltonian.

The second term is the Lennard-Jones potential to take in account the close-range
exchange-repulsion terms and the longer-range dispersion contributions that are not

explained using a pure Coulombic interaction. Other terms are the energy related
with MM and the boundary part of the system.

The QM Hamiltonian represents the electronic part of the system in vacuum. It

can be calculated through quantum mechanics with semiempirical methods as AM1,
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PM3, AM1/MNDO and/or ab initio methods as Hartree Fock, MP2 or DFT
methods.128

The QM/MM Hamiltonian corresponds to the Hamiltonian that describes the

interactions between atoms treated with QM and with MM potentials. In the cases

where there are no covalent bonds between atoms of the QM and MM regions, this

Hamiltonian should be composed with the sum of the electrostatic term and the
Lennard-Jones potential.

The MM Hamiltonian is determined by the positions of the atoms that

constitute this region, and has the energy contributions of bonded and nonbonded
terms. The bonded term of MM energy is composed of the bonds, angles and dihedral
energy values. The nonbonded term is composed by Coulombic and van der Waals

energies.19,128 These terms are represented by force fields which are a set of functions
developed to be applied in molecular mechanics methods.

There are various forms of empirical potential functions used to calculate MM

energy (see equation 5). Force field and most of potential functions are defined by
two categories of terms which treat bonding and non-bonding interactions between
atoms in a system.140

UMM Ubonding  Unonbonding
where,

Ubonding  Ubond  Uangle  Udihedral  Uimproper

and

(5)

Unonbonding  ULennard-Jones  Uelectrostatic  Upolar
The bonding terms in equation 5 are also called covalent terms, once define the

covalent structure of the molecule. Bond and angle, equation 6 and 7, terms are
defined as a harmonic form:
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1

kr (r  r0 ) 2

U bond
bonds 2

(6)

Where, kr is the force constant for the bond, r is the bond length between two

atoms and r0 is the equilibrium distance for the bond.

1
2
U angle   2 k (  0 )

(7)

angles

Where, k is the force constant for the angle and 0 is the equilibrium value for

the angle.

The dihedral term, equation 8, describes the energy changes in a molecule when

there is torsion around of one of its bond. This term has a periodic form:

U dihedral 



1
 n 1  cos( n   ) 
dihedrals 2

(8)

In the equation 8, n is the force constant, n is the periodicity of the angle 

and  is the phase of the same angle.

The improper term, equation 9, describes the energy of out-of-plane motions

as an improper dihedral angle .



1
n 1  cos(n   )
U improper 
2
impropers

(9)

These four terms, equations 6-9, are the most important considerations to

represent the bonding energy in a force field. There are others terms that can be add
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in a force field equation to obtain better agreement with experimental data, for
example the cross-terms.140

The non-bonding terms describe the energy of the intermolecular interactions

in a system. The equation 10 represents the Lennard-Jones potential that mimics the
long-range dispersion interactions and the short-range repulsive interactions between
atom i and j.

U LJ  
ij

Aij Bij
rij12 rij6

( 10 )

Aij and Bij are positive constants whose values depend upon the kind of the

atom i and j.

The electrostatic term tries to describe the energy arising from the electrostatic

interaction between atom i and j, more precisely the energy of charge distributions,
qi and qj. This term has the form:

U electrostatic 

qi q j

4 0  ij rij
1

( 11 )

where  is the dielectric constant and 0 is the permittivity of vacuum.
The polarization energy can be computed as

1 N T q
U polar  - 2   i E i
i 1

( 12 )

Where i is the dipole moment produced by the charge distribution of the

environment in the presence of an electric field Ei, and Ei q is the electric field at
each atom produced by the sum of the fields due to the charges
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The boundary Hamiltonian represents the interaction between the system and

the boundary region. This region is included in the calculations QM/MM in an

attempt to describe the system in a solvent solution. Condensed phase systems have
an infinite extension, which makes their simulation impracticable. So, to study the

reaction in solvated environment, it must consider that only a small portion of the

solvent is represented as explicit. For this discontinuity is necessary to employ
methods that can mimic the rest of the solvated medium.

Figure 15. Three-dimensional Periodic conditions, representation of interactions between the
unit cell (illustrated in white) and the replicated images.

Many approaches can be used to simulate the continuity of condensed phases,

among the most common are the application of periodic boundary conditions (PBC)
and deformable boundary conditions.140,141

In the case of approaches by PBC methodology, the system is placed inside a

box consisting of solvent molecules, which is replicated in all spatial directions

generating a unit cell in a crystal lattice, Figure 15. For deformable boundary
conditions, a radial potential is applied to certain atoms of the solvent molecules, so
such molecules can continue reorienting but with translational movements restricted.

The QM/MM systems have generally a high number of atoms; hence the

number of non-bonding interactions is huge. Computationally, it would be very
expensive to calculate the energy contribution of all non-bonding pairs of atoms in a
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condensed system. To solve this problem, the cut-off methods are applied using
truncations functions.142

The directly truncated function uses an abrupt truncation ignoring all

interactions that are beyond the cutoff distances. In this method, each term of non-

bonding potential (Unon-bonding) shown in equation 5, is multiplied by the truncation
function S(r), of the form

1
S (r )  
0

r  rc

( 13 )

r  rc

There are inconveniences in such kind of abrupt truncation once the energy and

its derivatives are no longer continuous functions. To solve this problem some other
alternatives functions can be used as the smoothing functions S(r). The switch

function, equation 14, is a kind of smoothing function and is constructed so that its

first derivative is continuous in the range r  roff . This function computes all the
interactions inside a radius (ron), from which it is smoothed to zero at the outer cutoff
(roff).


1
 2
2 2
2
2
2
 ( roff  r ) ( roff  2 r  3ron )
S (r )  
( roff2  ron 2 )3


0


r  ron

ron  r  roff

( 14 )

r  roff

The shift function shown in equation 15, is another type of smoothing function,

that relies on just on cutoff distance and it modifies the form of the interaction
throughout its entire range.
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2 2




1  r  r  r
c
S (r )    rc  



0
r  rc


( 15 )

Figure 16. Plots of truncations functions with rc=roff= 10 Å and ron=5 Å.

In Figure 16 the behavior of these truncations functions, S(r), as function of

distance r is shown.

3.2.2 Molecular Dynamics
The study of the mechanism of action of enzymes toward their substrates and

inhibitors is the key on the development of new approaches in treatment and the
search of the cure to several diseases. In macroscopic scale, it is possible to measure
experimentally several properties, but estimate how the interaction between an
enzyme and a molecule occurs at atomic and molecular level (nanoscale) is
something that still is not possible to observe in an erlenmeyer.
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With the development of high-performance hardware, software and appropriate

algorithms, now it is possible simulate realistically the environment where the

interactions and chemical reactions occur to explain how the macromolecular
systems work in nanoscale.143 In the macromolecular systems, the study of the

behavior of atomic nuclei involved in the biochemical process, when it is necessary
taking in to account the time, is possible when the Newton's equations of motion and

dynamic (equation 16) are applied into computational methods developed with the
aim to consider the time dependence.




2 r i
U (ri ) r i
Fi (t )  mi a  mi

2
t
ri ri


( 16 )

The method of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is the main tool for

studying systems of biochemical interest in condensed phase. The MD is a method

that allows us to estimate the structural conformations in an evolutionary time,
calculate the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of biological molecules and

their complexes. Although these systems are composed of a large number of atoms,
it is necessary an increase in the number of atoms to be studied to simulate the

intracellular environment. The method of MD143 allows us to simulate the enzymatic

behavior: “The essence of the simulation is the use of the computer to model a
physical system.”

The first simulations using MD methods were performed in the late 1950s by

Alder and Wainwright, which studied the interaction of a system composed by rigid
spheres,144 providing important insights into interactions in liquid medium. Then,
Rahman carried out first simulations using a realistic potential for liquid argon and

also the first simulations of real molecular systems.145 The inhibition mechanism of
trypsin was the first protein simulated by MD, and it was performed by Karplus and
coworkers in 1977.146
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Atoms are always in motion, with rare exceptions and extreme conditions, all

the atoms and particles that make up the universe are in constant motion. Thus, the
nuclei of the atoms that constitute an enzymatic system in a condensed phase or in
solution are also moving continuously. The study of this movement by means of MD

carried out over a period of time gives us a considerable amount of structural states
(conformational configurations) and a huge quantity of information that are useful in
predicting, estimate, calculate and determine the properties of the system.143,147

The several conformational configurations obtained during a MD simulation

have, due to small fluctuations in the geometry of the system, similar chemical and
energetic information. One of the keys for an accurate simulation (e.g. enzymatic

system) using MD is to get a suitable starting conformation for the system. On the

other hand, to calculate the thermodynamic properties for the same system a
considerable amount of information on the different structural states accessed by the
system is required.

To obtain a suitable starting point to study enzymatic systems, some algorithms

are applied in MD programs with aim to solve the terms of equation 16. The

computation of thermodynamic properties through several states accessed by the
system is lead for statistical mechanics.

The motion of the system through phase space is governed by the Hamiltonian

of the system, equation 17, defined in function of momentum pi and positions ri.

1 2
H ( pi , r i )  
p i  U ( ri )
i 1 2mi
^





n



H



H

pi 

ri 

^



 ri
^



 pi

 

U


 ri



 Fi

( 17 )



pi
mi
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where U(ri) is a potential energy function.

The MD simulations generate information at the microscopic level, for

example, the position and velocity of the atomic nuclei of the system under study.

The statistical mechanics is used to convert the information in the microscopic level
in the macroscopic observables as pressure and energy. Thus, statistical mechanics
principles are crucial for the study of enzymatic systems by MD.147

Statistical mechanics gives a rigorous mathematical modeling to relate

macroscopic properties to the distributions and motion of atoms and molecules of Nbody system, this information connected with microscopic properties calculated from

MD provides a powerful tool to study thermodynamics properties and/or kinetic
phenomenon in protein and its ligands problem.
3.2.2.1 Some Molecular Dynamic Algorithms
The MD simulations programs perform a simple algorithm to solve the terms

in equation 16 by determining the forces acting on each particle. In general, this
algorithm has six steps that can be described as follows:

i. Read the vector of coordinates of each atomic nuclei, ri (t)= (xi(t),
yi(t), zi(t));

ii. Read the initial velocities of each nuclei;
iii. Integrate equation 16;

iv. Calculate the force acting on each atomic nuclei;
v. Calculate properties;

vi. Return to step ii to calculate the next state.

The finite difference method using Taylor series expansion is one of the most

efficient methods for solving differential equations as the equation 16.148 Knowing

the force that act on each nucleus is possible to calculate the new position that each

atom will take after a time increment t, related with the position ri(t) and the velocity
vi(t) at the previous instant (t). This is the main idea contained in the algorithm
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developed by Loup Verlet in 1967. Equation 18 represents Verlet’s algorithms

applying to solution of equation 16 taking in account Taylor Series expansion of
fourth order for positions t+t and t-t.149


ri (t  t )  2 r i (t )  ri (t  t ) 


vi (t ) 

f (t ) 2
t
mi


1 

r
(
t


t
)

r i (t  t ) 
i

2 t 


( 18 )

The simplest algorithms used in MD are based on the Verlet’s algorithm. The

efficiency of the Verlet’s algorithm can be improved employing the velocities of the
last instant on the previous time rather than recalculating new velocities for each new
time. This algorithm, equation 19, is called Velocity-Verlet.




v i ( t   t )  vi ( t ) 


t  

F
(
t
)

F
 i
i (t  t ) 
2 mi 


( 19 )

The leapfrog algorithm is other kind of algorithm used in MD (equation 20),

here the velocities are calculated at each t/2 and since the velocities obtained in time
t+t/2 positions are updated at a time t+t.

t
t
f (t )
v i (t  )  vi (t  ) 
t
2
2
mi









r i (t  t )  ri (t )  vi (t 

( 20 )

t
) t
2
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Considering that Newton equations are conservative and the assurance that

system will evolve the total energy (since is taken a time independent Hamiltonian),
the linear and angular moments remain constant (Eckart conditions)140 and allows us

to believe that trajectories and forces obtained from these algorithm can be used in
MD simulations.

3.2.2.2 Statistical Mechanics in MD
A system can be observed through its macroscopic and microscopic properties.

According to statistical mechanics, the physical quantities are obtained by means of

microscopic states (configurations) system, distributed according to certain set of
statistics.143

The set of parameters formed by thermodynamic properties (temperature,

pressure and number of particles) stemmed of macroscopic observable of the system
is known as thermodynamic state of the system. From equations of thermodynamic
states other thermodynamic properties can be calculated.150

The set of parameters consisting of microscopic properties (atomic coordinates

and momentum) of a system is called a microscopic state or mechanical state. These

can also be regarded as coordinates in a multidimensional space called phase space.
The set of points in phase space satisfying the conditions of a particular
thermodynamic state is called ensemble.147

The MD simulations generate ensembles which correspond to different

conformations of the system. An ensemble can be defined as the set of all possible
systems that have different microstates, but share the same thermodynamic state.147

In statistical mechanics, an “experimental” observable is assumed as the

ensemble average. These averages () values are defined as given by equation 21:
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Where H is the Hamiltonian, T is the temperature, B is Boltzmann’s constant

and Q is the partition function of selected simulations conditions.

In MD simulations observables are assumed as time average of , shown in

equation 22.
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( 22 )

With  defined as simulation time, M is the time steps in the MD and (pN, rN)

is the instantaneous value of .

As described above, the “experimental” and simulated observables have

different way to be calculated. This difference can be solved by the fundamental

axiom of statistical mechanics, the ergodic hypothesis, which consists in assuming
that time average, 

time

is equal at the ensemble average, 

ensemble

.

In the case of isolated systems where the number of atoms N, volume V and

the energy are invariant we have a microcanonical ensemble (NVE). Systems where
N, V and temperature T must remain constant are called canonical ensemble
(NVT).140,147
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The canonical ensemble (NVT) is the most useful ensemble to study enzymes

and their ligands since the majority of chemical processes, in the condensed phase,
occur under these conditions. In order to maintain the volume constant, the periodic

boundary conditions are employed to guarantee the conservation of density of the
medium during the simulation. The number of particles, N, is always constant.

Different kinds of approach may be used to maintain constant the temperature

during the MD simulation, although the strategy for this purpose is generally the

same: scaling the velocities or using a thermostatic bath in contact with the external
system.

In a MD simulation is useful to be able to control the temperature of the system

during the process. From the statistical thermodynamics, the temperature (T) can be
defined as

T

2 K
N df  B

( 23 )

Where K is the averaged kinetic energy and Ndf is the number of degree of

freedom. The instantaneous temperature Ti can be defined using the equation 23 but
considering only the kinetic energy not its average.

The fixation of the temperature can be done scaling the velocities with the

ratio between Ti and reference temperature of the system Tref, as described below:

 i,scaled (t ) 





i

(t )

Tref

( 24 )

Ti

The thermostatic bath method is implemented using algorithms derived from

Newton's equations. These algorithms are simple and robust, and easy to implement
in MD programs. The essential idea of the thermostatic bath method is considered
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that in the simulation of a real system, this one is not isolated but interacts, or coupled,
with an external bath. The most known methods of thermostatic baths are: Andersen,
Berendsen, Nosé-Hoover and Langevin.140,151

In Andersen's algorithm, instantaneous velocities of a group of randomly

selected nuclei are reallocated using the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The
simulation obtained with this model is not fully useful once it produces discontinuous

results. Berendsen and coworkers proposed an improvement in algorithm of
Andersen including an additional term in the calculation of instantaneous velocities,
associating it a friction force that is dependent of the reference temperature. The
equation 25 describes this algorithm.





(t )  M  1 F 
i

1  Tbath 


2 T  Ti 

V

( 25 )

Where M-1 is the frictional force, Tbath is the reference that in the Berendsen

algorithm is the temperature of the external thermal bath, T is the coupling constant
and V is the volume of the system.

The Langevin-Verlet (LV) integrator (equation 26) is a stochastic analogue of

Newton's equation of motion in which random forces, dependent on the velocity
(friction), are introduced so that coupling simulates external thermostat bath.140,141

mdv(t )  U  x(t )  dt   mv(t )dt 

2 B Tbath m 2 d D(t ) ( 26 )
1

Where x(t) is the position, v(t) is the velocity,  is the collision parameter.152

D(t) is a vector of independent standard Wiener (Brownian motion) process, where

j is considered as a sequence of independent, identically distributed random

variables with mean 0 and variance 1. For each n  1 define a continuous–time
stochastic process {Dn(t)}t  0 by
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Dn (t ) 

1
n


n

1 j  nt

j

( 27 )

Dn is a random step function with jumps of size



1
n

n at times k , where k
n

is Z+. Since the random variables j are independent, the increments of Dn(t) are
independent.

The LV equation is employed to describe the dynamics of a particle interacting

with a thermal bath.140

3.3 Free Energy in MD
MD techniques explores the phase space fully, for this reason is possible to use

it to determine thermodynamic quantities in a rigorously way. Several methods can
be applied in the MD to calculate the free energies of certain kinds of chemical

process either in gas or condensed phases.140 In the calculating process of the free
energy, using molecular dynamics is necessary to take into account several factors.

One of them is the fact that during the MD simulations, at a specific temperature,
only preferably states of lower energy are explored. Another factor is the interest in
to express the free energy as a function of reaction coordinate.

Rewriting the partition function from the equation 21 is possible to obtain the

partition function QNVT for a system with N indistinguishable particles at constant
temperature and volume:

QNVT

1
 3N
dpi N

h N!





 ^
 H pi N , ri N


 BT

N 

dri e
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( 28 )
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From the Hamiltonian described in equation 17, it is possible to perform the

integration over the momentum, leaving an integral, called the configuration integral,

that depends only on the position of the coordinates.140 Thus the probability density
distribution function given in equation 21 can be expressed in terms of the partition
function QNVT.

 NVT 

1
e
h N!
3N



 ^
 H pi N , ri N


 BT



QNVT

 





(29)

In the free energy calculation, it is useful to consider the canonical ensemble

(QNVT), whose observable for the free energy of the system is the Helmholtz (A)
potential (equation 30), adequate to describe the system. In this case the simulation
of a system is taken considering the NVT conditions.

A    BT ln QNVT

( 30 )

QNVT can be considered being a property that depends on the energy of each

configuration, and rewriting it as an ensemble average:

QNVT 

e

1

( 31 )

U
 BT

Despite of being attractive the idea to obtain the energy of the system from the

calculation of the QNVT, this is unfeasible due, as described above, in a MD simulation
just some lowest energy states are explored during the simulation process. Some
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strategies are used attempting calculate the free energy combining the Helmholtz
energy, the partition function derivations and other considerations.

In the field of computational chemistry and computer-aided drug design

(CADD), and in enzymatic catalysis systems, several studies to determine the
binding free-energy of enzymatic systems with high accuracy and good agreement

with experimental data are being carrying out.153,154 For this purpose a rigorous

formal theoretical framework and powerful approach techniques as the free energy
perturbation FEP,127,155 the potential mean force (PMF)17, and thermodynamic

integration (TI)156 are applied. In addition, the analysis of atomistic molecular

dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations to determine the free-energy difference

between two related ligands through a chemical or alchemical pathway153 are
frequently performed.

3.3.1 Potential of Mean Force
The potential mean force (PMF) is one of the strategies to calculate free energy

in MD simulations. The PMF can be obtained as a function of one or more degrees

of freedom () of the system. The  is defined as function of the Cartesian

coordinates of the atoms, or as distance or angle, or other properties chosen according
the process being studied.135,140

In order to calculate the free energy of a system using PMF, it is appropriate to

express it in terms of the ensemble average of the probability distribution function of
the coordinate () as shown in equation 32:

 (0 ) 

 dr  ( (r )   )e
 dr

0

e

 U (r )


  BT 

( 32 )

 U (r ) 


  BT 
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Where  is the Dirac delta, and ensures that only the chosen reaction

coordinate,  is taken into account. Thus, the PMF is defined as

W ( 0 )  c '   BT ln  ( 0 )

( 33 )

where c’ is an arbitrary constant.

The problem to use the equation 33 is that performing free dynamics for a

system, at given temperature, it will evolve minimum values of energy. An elegant

solution for this problem is to use the Umbrella Sampling technique. With this
technique it is possible get the average of thermodynamic magnitude from "guided"
observations (biased).140,157

For a correct calculation of (0) it is necessary to perform a series of

calculations with a potential as Umbrella, to concentrate sampling in different regions
of space (windows). Thus, the system may access to areas of higher potential energy.

The trajectories obtained for each window will come together to complete a valid

distribution function for the full range of the coordinate 0. The Umbrella potential
chosen is a harmonic potential as:

Umb 0  

2
1
kUmb 0   ref 
2

( 34 )

Where the kUmb is the force constant of the potential and the ref is the reference

value of the reaction coordinate.

The reconstruction of all distribution functions separately for each window is

a key step in the calculations performed with Umbrella Sampling method.140,158 The
Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM) is an efficient procedure for this. In

the WHAM, the probability distribution function is expressed as a linear combination
of a number P of distribution functions for different values of reaction coordinate
0,i=1,P.
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 (0 ) 

c
P
i

i

 (0,i )


 iP ci  1




2
  ( 0 )   ( 0 )


2

( 35 )
Minimun

Where the ci coefficients are chosen to minimize the random error. Then,

molecular dynamics with different values of 0,i (windows) are carried out to
calculate the correspondence distribution functions values  ( 0,i ) or histograms
as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Representation of the (a) Umbrella Sampling technique;
and (b) WHAM method.

3.3.2 Free Energy Perturbation
The alchemical free energy perturbation method (FEP) is another approach

used in MD simulations to get binding free energies. In cases where the simulation
is impossible to be done or reproduced in laboratory, the FEP is applied in order to
obtain free energies of such kind of system.127,140,159

In this way are possible proceed calculations of free energy differences

between states of a system where the number and type of atoms are modified
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(alchemical). This method is also called by Gao et al. the double annihilation
method.140,159

The FEP method is based on thermodynamic cycles in which the interaction of

the ligand with its surroundings, whether it is the protein or bulk solution, is
progressively annihilated. In FEP technique, the perturbation of the system does not

have corresponding physical process. Thus, it is to possible apply a series of
nonphysical overlapping states using FEP method descriptions.127,140,159,160

In FEP simulations, if two state are taken in consideration, the calculation of

free energy difference between these states associated with the equation of Helmholtz
is performed as:140,159

 I  II   II   I

 I  II    BT ln



Q II
QI

( 36 )

Expressing  I and  II in terms of QNVT from equations 28 and 31

 I    BT ln e



^
HI
 BT

and

 II    BT ln e



^
H II
 BT

Thus    II   I is given as

( I  II )    BT ln e



^
^
H II  H I
 BT

( 38 )
I
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In these equations, the Hamiltonian H can be decomposed into potential (dr)

and kinetic (dp) energies, thereby is possible integrating the kinetic energy
separately. The useful result is the change in the free energy to go from  I to  II

states can be obtained from the average of the exponential of the energy difference
(HII-HI, or potential UII-UI), under the conditions given from state ( I ) .140

Sometimes the HII-HI difference is very large, due the configurational space of

one state was not properly defined. Thus, this difference does not contribute
significantly to the average. To solve this problem, it is possible to introduce an

unlimited number of intermediate states between  I and  II , considering that the
thermodynamic pathway route to go from state 1 to state 2 is not necessarily a

physical path.140 Thus, the free energy difference is calculated as a sum of small
amounts:

  II  I  ( II  N1 )  ( N 1  N2 )  (2  I )

  BT

ln
N1
i1



e

^ ^
Hi Hi1
BT

( 39 )
i1

A way of defining the states is to introduce a coupling or perturbation

parameter of the system, , allowing a continuous transformation from the
Hamiltonian of the  I to  II state.

H ( p, r ,  )  (1   ) H I ( p, r )   H II ( p, r )
^

^

^
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Where =0 define the  I state and =1 the  II state. A straightforward

extension of the equation 40 gives the nonlinear scheme:

H ( p, r ,  )  (1   ) H I ( p, r )   H II ( p, r )
^

n

^

n

^

( 41 )

Thus, the free energy difference between two intermediate states with different

values of the perturbation parameter I and II can be calculated. Again, taking the
kinetic energy terms cancel out, the difference is

i j    BT ln e

  (U ( r , j )  U ( r ,i ))


 BT 


i

( 42 )

The sum of the individual free-energy differences between the intermediates

states on going from  I to  II states gives the total free energy difference

 I II 

 
Nw

i 0

( 43 )

i ( i 1)

Where Nw is the number of intermediates states (windows) and the states i=0

and i=Nw+1 refer the  I to  II states

A practical advantage of the FEP method is that simulations conducted by state

I can be used to calculate the free energy difference in both senses of a chemical
process. The value of the two differences senses should be equal in magnitude and
opposite in sign. Thus the value of the two differences140 is given by:
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 I II    II I
( I  II )    BT ln e

^
^
H II  H I

 BT
I

and
( II  I )    BT ln e



( 44 )

^
^
H I  H II
 BT
II

The thermodynamic cycle is an excellent support in an attempt to modeling the

studies involving the calculations of free energy differences between two states.

 AB

ZA

ZB



 AZ



 BZ

AZ


BZ

 AZBZ

( 45 )

Figure 18. Scheme of the Thermodynamic cycle.140
In a thermodynamic cycle as shown in Figure 18, the process of calculating the

relative binding affinities between the ligand A and B to a host molecule Z is given

by the sum of the individual free energies around the cycle. This sum is equal to zero
because the free energy is a thermodynamic state function. This means that the free
energy difference depends only upon the nature of the states.

 AZ   AZBZ   BZ   AB  0

( 46 )

According to equation 46 the relative binding affinity of the ligands A and B

can be determined as
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 AZ   BZ

or

 AB   AZBZ

( 47 ).

During this thesis, a series of QM/MM MD and alchemical FEP simulation

have been carried out in the gorge and in a box of water molecules (solvent) in order
to evaluate the AChE-Inhibitors interaction free energy of binding.

The potential energy used is based in the approach implemented in fDynamo

by Moliner and coworkers,127 defined as

EQM / MM 






 | H0 
^

q
 | MM |  
re , MM





Z QMqMM 
vdW
 EQM
/ MM  EMM
rQM , MM 


(48)

elec
vdW
EQM / MM  Evacuum  EQM
/ MM  EQM / MM  E MM

Where Evacuum is the gas phase energy of the polarized QM region, EQM / MM is
elect

the electrostatic interaction energy which includes the coulumbic interaction of the
QM nuclei (ZQM) and the electrostatic interaction of the polarized electrons wave-

function  with the protein charges (qMM), EQM / MM is the van der Waals interaction
vdW

energy between QM and MM part.

To compute free-energy difference from the alchemical FEP perturbations, two

parameters  and  were introduced in the electrostatic and van der Waals QM/MM
interaction terms in the total energy as shown in equation 49.
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EQM / MM ( ) 






 | H0 
^

q
 | MM | 
re , MM







Z QM qMM 

rQM , MM 


( 49 )

vdW
 EQM
/ MM  EMM

In this scheme, the  parameter varies mildly between the values from 0 to 1.

The parameter  value equal 1 correspond to a full MM charge–wave function
interaction; and when  is equal to 0 represents no electrostatic interaction with the

force field. The  values varies also between 0 to 1, when it is equal to 1
corresponding to a full QM/MM van der Waals interactions (once the electrostatic
charges of the ligand in QM region are annihilated); and when is equal 0 represents
no van der Waals interaction with the force field.127

The calculation of free-energy differences of two consecutive windows

between two different states, and the annihilation of charges and the van der Waals
parameters is performed through FEP methods. In this calculation, the total free

energy variation is taken by the sum of all windows covering the full transformation
from the initial and final states. This procedure is done in two steps showed in the
equations 50 and 51:
elect
GQM
/ MM  

and

vdW
GQM
/ MM  

1 
  T E (  )  E ( i )
ln e B  i 1


 BT 


i 
  1

( 50 )

1 
 T E ( 
)  E ( i )
ln e B  i 1


 BT 


i 
  1

( 51 )
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The thermodynamic cycle to compute enzyme-inhibitors binding free energy

by alchemy FEP methods is described in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Thermodynamic cycle from alchemy FEP method.

Where (L-E)w is the complex enzyme (E) and inhibitor (L) in solution, (E’)w is

the apo form of the enzyme, (L)0 is the inhibitor in the gas phase. According to the

scheme shown in Figure 19 it is possible to calculate the binding free energy of a

ligand and compare the predicted value with the experimental data (using the
inhibition constants Ki). The G can be calculated applying the equations 50 and 51,
in water and in the enzyme respectively. So, the binding free energy is expressed as:

G  GE  GW

( 52 )

In practice, this calculation is performed in two steps yielding the electrostatic

and van der Waals terms, Gelec and GvdW. The total binding free energy is obtained
by adding these two terms:

Gbind  Gelec  GvdW

( 53 )
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3.3.3 Thermodynamic Integration (TI)
The thermodynamic integration (TI) is a method used to calculate free energy

differences between two states of a system. This method uses the same coupling
parameter  approach as FEP methods.

TI method uses the identity expressed by the following equation

 I  II 

 d
1

0




( 54 )

Again, expressing  I and  II in terms of QNVT from equations 28 and 31, the

determination of the derivatives of the free energy is straightforward:

 I  II 

 d
1

0

H

^

( 55 )



The integral of equation 54 is determined performing simulations to calculate

the ensemble average in the integrand at several values of  and applying numerical
integration technique to the obtained values.
3.3.4 Slow Growth

In this technique, the coupling parameter changes slowly during the simulation.

However, this technique has been criticized because the system never has time to be
balanced once uses a slowly and continuously variable Hamiltonian.161

The expression of slow growth method (SG) to calculate free energy can be

derived from the FEP or TI equations. Using a Taylor expansion for one state, the
SG is calculated as:
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    BT

ln


 1
0

e





^
^

 H      H     

 
  BT

( 56 )


The SG techniques is not so efficient, because if in the end of the simulation is

concluded that it is necessary to increase the simulation time, it will be necessary to
repeat the simulation from the beginning.

3.4 Binding Isotopic Effect (BIE)
Binding isotope effects (BIEs)162 can be a useful tool to identify important noncovalent interactions occurring during binding inhibitor to the active site. Changes in
normal-mode force constants surrounding the isotopic substitution between free
(usually dissolved in water) and bonded inhibitor, give rise to a binding preference
for light or heavy isotope in the bound state and hence a measurable BIE.161
Considering the process of binding of an inhibitor, from solution to the
formation of the inhibitor−enzyme complex, BIE would be defined as the ratio
between the binding equilibrium constant of the light (L), or natural abundant isotope
species, and the heavy (H) or isotopically substituted one,
BIE 

KL
KH

( 57 )
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BIEs can also be expressed in terms of the binding free energy of the light and

heavy species, considering the relationship between the equilibrium constant and the
binding free energy:

BIE  e (GLGH )/ RT

( 58 )

Where ΔGL and ΔGH are the binding free energies for the light and heavy
isotopomers, respectively, R is the universal gas constant and T the temperature.
Gi  U i  RT ln Qi  ZPEi

( 59 )

G  Ge  Gw

 (U e  U w )  ( RT ln Qe  RT ln Qw )
 ( ZPEe  ZPEw )

 U  RT ln

Qw
 ZPE
Qe

 Qe 
 
 Qw  L -1 RT  ZPEL BIE 
e
 Qe 
 
 Qw  H

ZPEH 

( 60 )

( 61 )
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Computational automated molecular docking is a primary essential

computational tool applied in CCAD focused in the interactions of receptor-ligand

complexes. Docking simulations is a methodology centered in determines the
binding energy of biomolecular complexes. This methodology is based in the union

of two methods: a searcher explorer of conformational space available, the score
function; and a force field to evaluate and estimate the energy of binding in each

conformation available.17,163 The center key of a molecular docking implementation

is located in the kind of the force field implemented and the score function used to
predict the interaction energy and ligand pose score.

Since 1995, a large number of molecular docking algorithms have been

developed (e.g. FlexX, GOLD, FLOG, AutoDock, DOCK) permitting during
simulation a rigid and flexible ligand and also some residues of the proteins.
Computational low cost with well-suited relative rankings as AutoDock, and others
docking implementation more potent as AutoDock Vina with a statistical score

function to improve the accuracy of prediction and speed of calculation are available.
DrugScoreX is other implementation with high accuracy in prediction. In this row is

valid cite the LigScore that uses distance-dependent statistical scoring function
providing a relatively high accuracy in energy biding prediction.164

In general manner, the molecular docking AutoDock program take the

approach performing free binding energy of R-L systems using a simple hybrid force
field and exploring a wider region of conformational space using a grid strategy,

without loose the power of the predict binding energy with a low computational cost.
AutoDock combines an empirical free energy force field and a Lamarckian Genetic

algorithm, to increase the velocity of prediction of the bound conformation and its
correlated free energy in a R-L interaction.

The last version of AutoDock, the AutoDock4 has a semiempirical free energy

force field implemented in it. The AutoDock4 force field is based in thermodynamic

model where are incorporated intramolecular energies into the predict free energy of
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binding. In addition, the AutoDock4 has implemented a full desolvation model, and
monitor of the direction of hydrogens bonds as well a term to evaluate the
conformational entropy by the sum of the torsional degrees of freedom. In this

docking algorithm the water molecules are taken as implicitly and allows fully
flexible modeling of elected portions of the protein and ligand.165

The semiempirical force field of AutoDock4 is formed by six pair-wise terms

(V) and a term to estimate the conformational entropy (Sconf) with the
representations: L ligand, P protein, and P-L protein-ligand complex.
LL
L L
P P
PP
Gbind  (Vbound
- Vnonbound
)  (Vbound
- Vnonbound
) +
PL
PL
 (Vbound
- Vnonbound
 S conf )

( 62 )

The pair-wise (V) is composed by dispersion/repulsion, hydrogen bonding,

electrostatic and desolvation terms. The  weighting constants are the optimized
calibrate values based on a set of experimentally characterized complexes.163
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3.6 DFT method
The receptor-ligand interactions establish the functionality of a given molecule.

However, only the studies of the binding free energy of interactions do not provide
enough parameters to the development of a new ligand. The properties of a molecule

can be obtained by theoretical calculations using classical mechanics and quantum
mechanics. In the molecular mechanics approach, the classical mechanics deals with

the problem without taking into account the electrons. Thus, electronic properties can
only be treated by methods of electronic structure by means of quantum mechanical

calculations. Thus, the main properties that describe a molecule are classified
according to how it is defined spatially.

The DFT is a theoretical computational quantum mechanics method used to

investigate the electronic structure of many-body systems, like atoms and
molecules.166 This method can be used to calculate electronic and structural

properties of molecules with biological activity, like new drugs to treat a disease. The
DFT method applies a functional spatially dependent on the electronic density of
multi-electronics systems.

DFT is the most widely used method for the study of the electronic structure of

molecular condensed systems. This method includes in its scope a term for the
electron correlation energy, which is the main advantage of this method in relation

to the Hartree-Fock method. Kohn and Sham gave DFT a new meaning and the
results of calculations obtained with the DFT are in many cases closer to the

experimental data with a lower computational cost. In addition to provide a more
representative value for energy, the DFT still provides a higher speed in performing

the calculations compared to other methods that calculate the electron correlation
energy of multielectronic systems.166,167
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The DFT relates the states of minimum energy of a set of electrons under the

influence of an external electric field (Coulombic) as a function of the electronic

density of the system. The wave function of the fundamental state of a system and
consequently the properties of this state are, in the DFT, functions of the electronic
density, an observable.

The DFT is grounded on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem; it considers that the

electronic energy of the fundamental state of a non-degenerate system is completely

and uniquely determined by its electronic probability density,  (r ) . Thus, the
electronic energy of the ground state is a functional defined by:

E  E   (r )

( 64 )

Similar to the other quantum chemistry methods, in DFT the functional energy

can be described using three functional:

E (  )  T (  )  Vne (  )  Vee (  )

( 65 )

where T (  ) term is the kinetic energy of non-interacting electron, Vne (  ) is the term

of correlation between nuclei and electrons, and Vee (  ) is the term of interelectronic
repulsion.

The equation 64 can be interpreted in terms of a not known functional F (  ) ,

which is independent of the external potential applied

E( ) 

  (r )r (r )dr

 F ( )

where, F (  )  T (  )  Vee (  )

( 66 )
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In the term Vee (  ) are implied two contributions: the classical Coulomb

interaction VH ( ) , and the exchange correlation functional, VXC (  ) .166,167 The
problem of the DFT theory is that although the exchange and correlation potential is

unique, it has not been explicitly defined. The election of the functional that will be
used in the solution of the equation 66 is what differ each DFT methods.

Hohenberg and Kohn developed a variational theorem that in conjunction with

the approach proposed by Kohn and Sham become the DFT applicable to problems

of chemical interest. The Hohenberg and Kohn´s variational theory proposes to apply
a proof density function that satisfies the condition:



pr

(r )  n and also  pr ( r )  0

( 67 )

Thus, for each r is valid to state:

E0  E (  )

( 68 )

Where,  is the real electronic density in the fundamental state of the system

that minimizes the energy functional of Equation 68 as a function of  pr .

In this way, using the Hohenberg-Kohn variational theorem is possible to

obtain the energy of a system by rewriting the Equation 66:

T (  pr )  Vee (  pr ) 
 E (  pr )  E (  )



 ( r )dr  E (  )

pr

( 69 )

Equation 69 demonstrates that none electronic density of proof can generate

ground state energy greater-than the true electronic density of the ground state.

Notwithstanding, this theorem allows calculating all the properties of a molecular
system from  in the ground state without to know the wave function of this system.
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The exact expression of the molecular electron energy of Kohn-Sham is given

E (  )  VNe  Ts (  )  J  VNN  E XC (  )

(70)

Choosing a good functional exchange-correlation energy allows to perform

DFT calculations with greater accuracy.

In order to increase the accuracy and reliability of the calculated values for

properties and energies of molecular systems several exchange-correlation functional
have been developed and proposed. Among the exchange-correlation functionals

highlight the local density approximation (LDA), local spin density approximation
(LSDA).

Other well-known functional are: the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA). In this type of approach developed by Becke, Perdew and Wang were

proposed the gradient-corrected ex-change (PWx86), (PWx91), and Becke (B88)
functionals. Others GGA derivatives functionals as gradient-corrected correlation are
proposed, and the most commonly used are Becke (Bc95), Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) and
Perdew (Pc86).150,168,169

The most common functionals used for electronic structure calculations are

hybrid functionals, where a GGA exchange functional can be associated with any
GGA correlation functional. The most common are the BLYP hybrid functionals
(B88 and LYP functional association) and the most popular is the hybrid functional
B3LYP.150

3.7 Principal component Analysis
Searching for the pharmacophoric profile based on the concepts of chemical

and structural contribution of the receptor active sites, as well as receptor ligand

interactions, are fundamental for the development of new potential drugs for several
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different diseases and body dysfunction such as degenerative brains disorders,

Alzheimer´s disease, Parkinson's, diabetes Mielittus, cancer and many others known
sickness conditions.138,170

In modern computational chemistry, pharmacophores are used to define the

essential features of one or more molecules with the same biological activity. In the

past few years, it has been common that the drug discovery has a contribution from
pharmacophore modeling to identify and develop new potential molecules with
desired biological effect.171

In the study of chemical systems there are many variables, of a diversified

nature, from properties external to this system to the properties intrinsic to it.

However, not all the variables obtained during the study and in the calculations of
molecular systems are relevant to represent this system. Generally, the choice of

important variables that can represent a chemical system is based on the experience
or the chemical intuition, subjective criteria that can neglect important
variables.172,173

With the purpose of treating systems with many variables, statistical techniques

are applied to the studies of chemical systems to select in a proper way the main
properties that represent it. Multivariate analysis techniques, like the Principal

Component Analysis (PCA), are employed in chemometrics studies to analyze data
sets containing several variables.172,174,175 The PCA is an exploratory multivariate
data technique, introduced in 1901 by Karl Pearson, later substantiated in Harold
Hotelling's 1933 article.176

PCA method has four main aims:175

i) extract the most important information from a set of data;

ii) decrease variable sets in the problems of multivariate data;

iii) select the best properties (linearly independents) that describe the system
(principal components);

iv) analyze the structure of the observations and the variables of the system.
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According to Jolliffe177 the central idea of PCA analysis “is to reduce the

dimensionality of a data set in which there are a large number of interrelated

variables, while retaining as much as possible of the variation present in the data
set”. This reduction is achieved by transforming to a new set of variables, the

principal components, which are uncorrelated, and which are ordered so that the first

few retain most of the variation present in all the original variables. Computation of
“the principal components reduces to the solution of an eigenvalue-eigenvector
problem for a positive-semidefinite symmetric matrix”.177

The main objective of PCA is to explain the variance and covariance structure

of any vector, composed of random p-variables by means of the linear combination
of the original n-variables, called principal components (PCs).178

The PCA study is capable to obtain from a very large number of properties a

smaller set of variables that represents the main contributions. In other words, it
allows reducing the original space of the variables, keeping all the relevant
information of the studied system.172,175,177
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4. Binding Analysis of Some Classical Acetylcholinesterase Inhibitors: Insights
for a Rational Design Using Free Energy Perturbation Method Calculations
with QM/MM MD Simulations.
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8.1 CONCLUSIONES
De forma general, la presente Tesis Doctoral constituye un estudio

teórico sobre el proceso de inhibición de la acetilcolinesterasa por moléculas

que bloquean el sitio activo de la proteína. Se han estudiado un conjunto de 44

inhibidores, dividido en 8 clases distintas, por método QM/MM, análisis
estadístico utilizando los métodos de análisis multivariados de datos,
reconocimiento de patrones y de algoritmos de agrupamiento. Como se puede

comprobar, la presente Tesis Doctoral está constituida por cuatro
contribuciones. Las conclusiones más importantes se pueden encontrar en la

parte final de cada una de ellas. A continuación, y de forma resumida las

enumeramos, siguiendo el mismo orden en que se presentan estas
contribuciones

Se ha estudiado la interacción y se ha calculado la energía libre de enlace

(Gbind) entre la AChE y un subconjunto de 14 moléculas de manera

sistemática, utilizando los métodos híbridos QM/MM MD asociados a los
métodos de la FEP y del BIE.

Se han utilizado algoritmos de docking molecular para analizar la

interacción receptor-ligando de los 44 inhibidores. Este método es una buena
herramienta para estudiar un número elevado de moléculas.

Las propiedades más relevantes de los inhibidores que están involucradas

en el proceso de inhibición de la AChE han sido estudiadas en detalle y de

forma sistemática para determinar cómo moléculas de distintas clases

interactúan sobre la misma diana biológica. Para alcanzar este objetivo se han
realizado análisis estadísticos, utilizando algoritmos de agrupamiento.

Los métodos empleados nos han permitido comprender los procesos de

inhibición de la enzima, y encontrar correlaciones estructurales y electrónicas

de los inhibidores. De esta forma, podemos entender la interacción entre los
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residuos de la enzima, las moléculas de agua estructurales y los diversos
inhibidores, a nivel atómico, que son fundamentales para el diseño de nuevos

inhibidores y drogas con aplicaciones directas en la enfermedad de Alzheimer.

8.1.1 Estudios QM/MM MD – FEP y BIE
Los resultados de los cálculos de energía libre de enlace por el método

de la FEP reproducen la tendencia de los datos experimentales, tanto en los

estudios con inhibidores clásicos pertenecientes a distintos grupos como dentro

de una misma familia. La correlación teórico-experimental se puede considerar
buena, lo que nos permite validar el método empleado.

El análisis de los distintos términos (electrostáticos y de van der Waals)

de la energía libre de interacción ha revelado una característica poco habitual

en las interacciones enzima-inhibidor. El termino de van der Waals es tan
importante como el termino electrostático en el proceso de inhibición de la
AChE. La menor contribución del termino de van der Waals en la energía libre
de interacción se obtiene para el inhibidor de la clase de las huprinas, (-)-

Huprina Y (38%), sin embargo, para el inhibidor huperzine A (53%) es más
importante que el termino electrostático. Este comportamiento se justifica por

el elevado número de residuos aromáticos que componen su sitio activo, y la

estructura química de los inhibidores que en su totalidad presentan sistemas 
conjugados.

El análisis de la energía de interacción por residuo ha permitido

determinar los residuos clave para la interacción de los diferentes ligandos con

la enzima. Se ha observado que algunos residuos del sitio CAS de la AChE
como His440, Glu327, Glu199, Gly118, Tyr130 y la Ser200, y los residuos del
PAS de la AChE como Trp84, Phe330, Asp72, Phe331, y Tyr121 contribuyen
significativamente a la estabilización de todos los sistemas.
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Estructuralmente se observó que el mantenimiento del set up de la triada

catalítica Ser200-Glu327-His400 de la AChE es fundamental para la eficiencia
del inhibidor. Otro factor importante en la eficiencia y el potencial de

inhibición está relacionado con el número de interacciones del tipo cation-
que el inhibidor puede establecer.

Las moléculas de agua tienen papel fundamental durante el proceso de

inhibición de la AChE. Su función consiste en mediar las interacciones de

enlace de hidrógeno entre los residuos polares de la AChE y los inhibidores,

como por ejemplo la interacción entre el inhibidor DMT y los residuos Asp72,
Glu199 y Glu278.

En los diferentes inhibidores se establecen enlaces de hidrógeno entre la

AChE y los ligandos, mediados por moléculas de agua. Estas interacciones son
fundamentales para estabilizar a los inhibidores en el gorge. Sin embargo,

debido a naturaleza de las interacciones hidrofóbicas y la similar intensidad de
las interacciones hidrofílicas de los inhibidores tanto en el agua como en la
enzima, no se han observado valores de BIEs significativos en este estudio.

El efecto de los sustituyentes en las posiciones R3 y R9 de las huprinas

no puede explicarse mediante interacciones de corto alcance, sino mediante el

efecto de conjunto de toda la proteína donde los residuos Asp72, Glu199 y
His440 tienen una contribución predominante.

8.1.2 Estudios Docking Molecular
Los resultados de los estudios del docking nos permitió reforzar los datos

obtenidos con los métodos QM/MM MD tanto cualitativamente cuanto

cuantitativamente. La tendencia de inhibición observada con los valores de los

scores calculados en el docking está en concordancia con el orden de los
valores de inhibición calculados con el método de la FEP.
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Los estudios de docking revelaron de qué manera los diferentes

inhibidores interaccionan con la AChE en el gorge. Se puede concluir que los
inhibidores de tamaño molecular menor a 10 Å tienden a interactuar con los
residuos del CAS, mientras que los inhibidores más grandes, en general pueden
interaccionar con la mayoría de los residuos a lo largo del sitio activo de la
AChE. Este resultado concuerda con los datos obtenidos.

Otra importante conclusión obtenida con el estudio sistemático con

docking fue el hecho de que aquellos inhibidores que contienen centro quiral,

el estereoisómero (S) presenta mejor perfil de interacción con la AChE y mejor
poder inhibitorio que el estereoisómero (R).

8.1.3 Análisis de componente principal y agrupamientos
Los resultados del estudio PCA revelaron que las propiedades Masa

Molar, presencia de uno o más centros quirales “S”, el valor de la energía del
orbital de frontera LUMO, el volumen molecular y el número de sistemas

aromáticos evidencian el perfil farmacofórico que correlaciona todas las
moléculas estudiadas como inhibidores de la AChE. Ese perfil es un indicador
para el diseño de moléculas con mayor poder inhibitorio.

Se puede concluir que hay una convergencia en cuanto a los resultados

obtenidos con los diferentes métodos. De forma general se puede afirmar que
un buen inhibidor de la AChE debe presentar, por un lado, una estructura

química que permita la presencia de interacciones con los principales residuos
del gorge, un tamaño molecular entre 9,0 y 21,0 Å, y anillos aromáticos con

sistemas -conjugados para favorecer las interacciones del tipo -,

principalmente las del tipo catión-. Por otro lado, debe tener uno o más centro
quirales, preferiblemente los confórmeros de la forma “S”, y que el orbital de
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frontera LUMO este localizado cerca del heteroatomo más positivo (R3N+) y
sobre los anillos aromáticos de las moléculas.

8.2 Perspectivas y Continuidad
Una vez concluida la presente Tesis Doctoral, queremos finalizarla con

este apartado donde se pondrán de manifiesto las perspectivas de futuro, tanto
a nivel metodológico como de aplicación, que constituirían la continuidad del
presente trabajo.

8.2.1 Inhibición de la AChE por inhibidores que forman enlace covalente
El estudio del mecanismo de inhibición de la AChE es de gran

importancia para el tratamiento de algunas enfermedades como la enfermedad

de Alzheimer, Parkinson y otras formas de demencia. Conocer como tiene
lugar la inhibición de la AChE tanto con inhibidores que actúan bloqueando la

enzima, como con los que forman un enlace covalente con la serina catalítica
de la enzima es fundamental para el desarrollo de nuevos medicamentos. La

prolongación natural de los estudios de la presente Tesis Doctoral sería estudiar

el mecanismo de la reacción de la AChE con el carbamato rivastigmina y el
organofosforado diclorvos.
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8.2.2 Campo Eléctrico de la AChE

Los resultados obtenidos en la presente Tesis Doctoral ponen de

manifiesto la importancia de las distintas interacciones entre el centro activo
de la enzima y los diferentes inhibidores. Existen tanto interacciones de tipo -

stacking como enlaces de hidrogeno, generalmente mediados por moléculas de
agua. Todas estas interacciones contribuyen a estabilizar a los ligandos en el
gorge. Sin embargo, destaca la contribución a la energía de interacción de
algunos de los residuos del gorge, como el Asp72 y el Glu199. Se ha observado

que las interacciones entre los átomos de oxígeno de los residuos Asp72 y

Glu199 con el átomo del inhibidor donde está localizada la carga positiva, en
general el nitrógeno amonio cuaternario, están relacionadas con el poder

inhibitorio de los ligandos. En el caso particular de las huprinas, se ha

determinado que el efecto de los diferentes sustituyentes en la afinidad por la
enzima se debe al clúster de interacciones del centro activo donde tanto Asp72

como Glu199 contribuyen decisivamente. Estos datos evidencian la

importancia del campo eléctrico generado por la AChE sobre la carga positiva
del sustrato natural, ACh, y de los inhibidores estudiados. Se está llevando a

cabo el cálculo del potencial y campo eléctrico de los sistemas AChE-ligandos
para comprobar esta relación.
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